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In order to thrive in the spinning- fast shifting context of today’s marketplace there is an 
ever growing need to focus on performance, developing any edge that would lead to 
competitive advantages and outsmart the competition. 
 
The purpose of this paper is to analyse the construction process of a performance 
management system tailored to fit the needs of a high-end hotel group, the focal point being 
represented by the development of key performance indicators.  
 
The study researches the relevant literature and employs the qualitative analysis through the 
use of semi-structured interviews with the management team as methodology. Presented 
here is a snapshot into the service side of one of the hotel’s group Food and Beverage 
departments. A step by step approach to the making of KPIs is outlined, giving decision 
makers an empirical model for consideration.  
 
The results of the semi-structured interviews show that the objectives are the same 
throughout the F&B department the aim is achieving continuously a greater degree of 
control and improvement in key areas. The KPIs chosen to perform towards achieving the 
objectives, need modifying as to fit the attributes of individual job descriptions and level 
occupied on the corporate structure. As there is a mixture of financial and human factor 
predominant indicators that are drivers of financial success but challenging to measure, we 
found ways to measure and positively impact them, increasing their relevance and 
reliability. The construction of KPIs built on a functional framework and inherent weighing 
method.  
 
The KPI design process presented is the incipient stage of a workable performance 
management system. Further development and testing is needed to complete the cycle, 
successfully leading to the next stages of implementation, data gathering and reassessment. 
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            CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

Heraclitus, a pre-Socratic philosopher states an immutable natural truth: “There is 
nothing permanent except change”. Ever increasingly seemingly so, the rate at which 
adaptation must crystalize in order for an entity to survive in the modern environment 
would surpass the comprehensive abilities of anyone living half a century ago.  

The nature of the top game is not to survive thou, but to thrive. And in order to thrive 
in the spinning- fast shifting context of today’s marketplace there is an ever growing 
need to focus on performance, developing any edge that would lead to competitive 
advantages and outsmart the competition. Competitive advantage in most industries is 
“gained by operating through a quality-driven management philosophy” (Fuller, 
1997). Therefore success is not random, it is planned; and “improving the quality of 
an organization’s products and services is fundamental to business success” (Liu and 
Xu, 2004).  As a well-known adage says, “If you cannot measure it, you cannot 
improve it” (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994), the need to accurately measure every 
relevant aspect of a business activity has been born. 

The nature of the hospitality industry yields complexity due to its interconnected 
multi-layered facets. Performance management systems have long evolved into 
effective tools for measurement and improvement. Yet in order for them to be 
applicable, a great deal of resources need be spent in addressing the intricacies of this 
industry. The selection of performance indicators presents itself as quintessential for 
this process.  

This study follows the construction process of key performance indicators using 
qualitative analysis through the employment of semi-structured interviews with the 
management team. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 describes the research background and 
explains criteria for selecting KPIs. Section 2 introduces the employed methodology 
presenting the steps of KPI construction on a real study case. Section 3 presents the 
results of the process. Finally, in the last section, conclusions implications and 
limitations of the study are set forth. 
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       CHAPTER 2 

    Literature review 

 

2.1. Performance measurement and management 

Following a widely agreed with statement that in order to improve a process, you need 
to be able to measure it (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994), performance measurement has 
long been making a name for itself starting with the early nineteenth century (Yadav 
et al, 2013). It has been the start of a “revolution” and since then, it has been 
consistently been built upon being adopted and implemented in many fields and 
industries (Meng and Minogue, 2011), a critical aspect of nowadays management 
(Enoma and Allen, 2007), becoming a multi-million dollar industry (Paranjape et al., 
2006).  

Performance can be defined and understood as a contributory act either internal or 
external of an individual or group working towards achieving the organization’s goals 
(Blasini and Leist, 2013), the delivery of desirable outcomes to the stakeholders 
(Atkinson, 2012). 

According to Haji-Kazemi and Bjørn (2013) measurement gives the management 
information on why the system performs the way it does, where it can be upgraded, 
and also imperative information to when the system is stable or unstable. Ferreira et 
al. (2012), mentions performance measurement to be comprehended and comprised of 
“three interrelated elements: 1. individual measures that quantify the efficiency and 
effectiveness of actions; 2. a set of measures that combine to assess the performance 
of an organization as a whole, and 3. a supporting infrastructure that enables data to be 
acquired, collated, sorted, analysed, interpreted and disseminated” (p. 674). 

It is not easy to define the borders of what it is not included in performance 
measurement giving the high diversity and the multi-disciplinary nature of this topic, 
an appropriate approach is to find what is representative for each organization 
(Atkinson, 2012). 

Performance measurement at different levels within the organization made a huge 
difference on how companies organize their work processes, and became “key” in 
today’s business environment (Del-Rey-Chamorro et al,. 2003); being comprehended 
as the regular collection and reporting of data to trace the work done and results 
achieved (Atkinson, 2012). A step forward from here has been observed as enterprises 
stated to shift from just measurement and control, to an integrative, holistic approach 
represented by measurement and management. The role of the created performance 
management systems is to effectively bring the entire organization in alignment, 
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centralizing communication of the strategic intent throughout the ranks, and creating 
common business values (Yadav et al, 2013). It is what gets done with the information 
created from measuring performance, focusing on what is important, managing more 
effectively and efficiently and promoting continuous improvement and learning 
throughout the organization (Atkinson, 2012). 

In other words, “what gets measured gets done” is considered to portray a reactive 
approach and only half the job, the focus would need to shift to a proactive 
management approach: “how to manage what is measured” (Yadav et al, 2013). 
According to Blasini and Leist (2013), performance management is a company-wide 
concept which comprises a control cycle containing the four steps “plan”, “improve”, 
“control”, and “communicate”, each of which affects the performance and underlying 
mental models of involved protagonists. The nature of performance management is 
the process that quantifies the efficiency and effectiveness of action (Ferreira et al, 
2012; Haji-Kazemi and Bjørn, 2013). Referring to what is needed to improve the 
overall performance of an organization, a number of measures must be established to 
provide the required process insights, and a supporting infrastructure to manage and 
administer the whole system. Implementing performance measurement a versatile tool 
is created applicable in numerous sectors and areas that allows managing performance 
in a proactive instead of a reactive fashion (Haji-Kazemi and Bjørn, 2013). 

According to Tyagi and Gupta, (2013), the corporate performance measurement and 
management system must be conceived as to a. encourage change rather than 
stagnation; b. promote risk-taking rather than process preservation; and c. challenge 
for growth rather than leaning for profit. In addition the companies need to consider: 
“maximizing shareholder value, achieving process excellence, improving 
organizational learning and delighting the stakeholders” (p.957) (Yadav et al., 2013). 

Along these lines, there have been numerous performance models that have been 
developed, all based on specific market conditions, opportunities and type of 
enterprise. (Busi and Bititci, 2006). As each of these models are tailored on a specific 
concept and build around a framework that would support the strategic decisions, it is 
imperative to structure or design the chosen performance measurement system on a 
suitable model that would deliver the appropriate performance management solutions 
(Ferreira et al, 2012). 

 

2.2. Models for performance measurement and management 

An indicator of the magnitude of interest that performance management received from 
the business environment would be the number and frequency of publishing different 
academic and research papers in the field. Between 1994 and 1996 alone there was 
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one new article or paper being released every five hours which clearly states the 
importance and complexity of the subject (Beatham at al., 2005). 

Strong pillars of the performance measurement and management “revolution” have 
been created once the birth of the quality awards, business excellence models and the 
Balanced Score Card. These are considered “milestones” that made a resounding 
impact on the stream of thought an organization’s performance was traditionally 
envisioned and measured (Yadav et al, 2013). 

The quality awards appeared as early as the middle of the twentieth century with the 
role of recognizing companies that have excelled in Total Quality Management 
(TQM) practices (Liu and Xu, 2004) having as goal bringing new heights to quality 
and having and excellence as a measure of higher performance. (Yadav et al, 2013). 
Such is the Deming Prize in Japan and one of the oldest established in 1951 (Deming 
Prize, 2014) the Malcolm Bridge National Quality Award (MBNQA) in the USA (Liu 
and Xu, 2004 MBNQA, 2014), the China Quality Award (CQA) (Liu and Xu, 2004), 
and the European Quality Award (EQA) (EFQM, 2014) just to name a few. These 
national quality award programs to keep a high standard of awareness regarding 
quality, to recognize achievements in this area and to provide with the environment to 
share the successful quality management initiatives (EFQM, 2014). 

Representative for these efforts are the European model on business excellence and its 
American counterpart: the Baldrige Model, that have a more holistic vision on what 
performance should be driven from, having encouraged companies to include different 
perspectives of performance such as leadership, employees growth and well-being and 
impact on society (Marr et al, 2004). Their criteria of measurement have many 
similarities, all being linked to business results (Liu and Xu, 2004). These models 
have been both incorporated by big names in the corporate sector with astounding 
results. Examples of companies to have been successfully implementing these models 
are: Robert Bosch, BMW, VW, Xerox, Ricoh, Grundfos, Philips, EDF in Europe 
(EFQM, 2014) and Motorola, General Electric in the US (MBNQA, 2014). The 
Global Excellence Model (GEM) Council incorporates both, is comprised of non-
profit organizations from different representative geographical areas, committed to 
mutual learning and sharing of successful practices and initiatives. It claim to place 
their mission on promoting excellence above short-term commercial exploitation 
keeping direct access to both the private and public sectors (EFQM, 2014). 

Research indicates that a wide array of performance measurement and management 
models and tools have been created and applied in different fields and industries. A 
successful and leading trend in the performance measurement field, are the systems 
that encompass measurement from a 360 degree perspective. These are able to go 
beyond the traditional performance measurement systems based on financial metrics 
alone that have been deemed insufficient, focusing on non-financial metrics 
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(Paranjape et al., 2006). Resounding examples of frameworks that are considered to 
have a dynamic and holistic view on business management include the Balanced 
Scorecard (BSC), the Business Excellence Model (BEM) and the Baldrige Criteria. 
(Beatham et al., 2005; Yadav et al, 2013). Incorporated are the tools of measurement 
that provide the feedback needed to assess if the implementation and progress unfolds 
accordingly. Two widely adopted metrics are the Critical Success Factors (CSF), and 
the Key Performance Indicators (KPI) (Ferreira et al. 2012). 

According to Kumar et al., (2013) these performance measurement models or 
frameworks usually incorporate the combination of complex indicators that are at “the 
heart” of the created control and measurement system, helping the executives 
conclude valuable decisions that enhance affectivity, create strategies and the afferent 
business actions (Carlucci, 2010). 

All these performance measurement and management systems and tools come from 
different backgrounds, but all have achieved considerable success for the 
improvement of organisations’ performance (Meng and Minogue, 2011). Of major 
importance is the imperative need for performance management systems to keep 
improving, keeping their dynamic nature as to suit the ever changing business 
environment adapting to the emergence of new technologies, enhanced connectivity, 
the forming of virtual teams and multinational cross-cultural organizations (Paranjape 
et al., 2006). 

 

2.2.1. Business Excellence Model (BEM) 

The BEM (Business Excellence Model) (figure 1) was developed by the European 
Foundation of Quality Management (EFQM) in 1991 and it has been used in a wide 
range of organisations, especially in Europe, to carry out both self-assessment and 
continuous improvement (Meng and Minogue, 2011, Yadav et al, 2013). They state 
that the keys for an organization’s achievement of sustainable success is strong 
leadership, clear strategic direction, developing and improving their people, 
partnerships and processes to deliver value-adding products and services to their 
clients. In the EFQM Excellence Model, these are called the “Enablers” and if 
effectively implemented, the organization will achieve the expected “Results” 
(EFQM, 2014).   

The BEM is an assessment framework based on nine criteria, built on the principle 
that customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction and impact on society are achieved 
through leadership driving policy and strategy, people management, resources and 
processes, that would ultimately lead to excellent results in business (Liu and Xu, 
2004; Beatham et al., 2005; Meng and Minogue, 2011). As methods for achieving its 
purpose, this excellence model uses benchmarking as to strive for continuous 
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improvement, learning from audit reports (Atkinson, 2012). Together with the BSC, 
has been mentioned to have a more holistic and complete view on performance 
management supporting business decisions, and to help develop strategies and 
translate these into measures (Beatham et al., 2005).  

An evolution within this model has been recorded, gradually evolving from the classic 
total quality management towards a more “business excellence approach” (Meng and 
Minogue, 2011). There are around 529 000 references on the web regarding this 
performance model, its “popularity” suggests it has made a remarkable impact on the 
pursuit to performance measurement (Yadav et al, 2013) 

Figure 1. Business Excellence Model         

     

 

2.2.2. Baldrige Performance Excellence Model  

The Baldrige Program’s aim is to educate organizations in performance excellence 
management (MBNQA, 2014). It administers the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality 
Award and has developed the Performance Excellence Model (figure 2) – also known 
as the Baldrige Criteria . Based on seven criteria embodied in the framework: 
leadership, strategic planning, customer and market focus, measurement, analysis, 
knowledge and process management, human resource that would lead to the desired 
superior business results (Liu and Xu, 2004). Although the Baldrige Performance 
Excellence Model serve as an overall performance management framework that can 
incorporate other improvement tools, the Baldrige Program has altogether three 
performance enhancement tools that are “complementary”, but “not mutually 
exclusive” (MBNQA, 2014): Lean, ISO 9001, and Six Sigma. They are all geared for 
“organizational improvement and innovation process” and focus on putting 
measurement systems in place for work processes (MBNQA, 2014), To meet their 
goals they use concepts and indicators like: CFS (critical success factors) which are 
the essential ingredients required for the accomplishment of projects, CTQ (is what 
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the customers expect of a product or service)  (Chakraborty and Tan, 2012), and KPI 
(key performance indicators) which are metrics, measures of performance (Meng and 
Minogue, 2011). 

Figure 2. Baldrige Performance Excellence Model 

 

 

 

2.2.3. Balanced Score Card (BSC)  

The balanced scorecard model, developed in 1992 by Kaplan and Norton, considered 
as a “revolution” in the field (Yadav et al, 2013) and amongst the multitude of 
performance management frameworks, is deemed as the “most popular”, widely 
accepted (Del-Rey-Chamorro et al,. 2003) and has been the least criticized and most 
generally adopted (Paranjape et al., 2006).  It recognises how incomplete many of the 
business measurement processes are, with their traditional measurement focused on 
the revenues (Sanger, 1998, Meng and Minogue, 2011, Ferreira et al., 2012). Financial 
measures only are reported to reveal the lack of connection between key areas of a 
company and show a number of fundamental weaknesses including: limitations in 
their accuracy, neutrality, summarized and irrelevant due to accounting period delay 
(Wadongo et al, 2010). This has triggered a new appraisal and creation of an improved 
vision of the now traditional performance measurement systems, as Kaplan and 
Norton themselves have stated that financial measures are insufficient to explain an 
organization’s trends or decision effectiveness and hold a limited relevance to the 
organization’s progress towards accomplishing long-term strategic goals (Kaplan and 
Norton, 1992, Harris and Mongiello, 2001). 

Envisioning the performance management from a holistic perspective (Kumar et al, 
2013), the BSC saw fit to integrate non-financial measures such as quality, innovation, 
strategic orientation and business excellence models with the traditional financial 
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measures. The financial aspect includes measures of past performance, while the other 
three aspects of this four dimensional template, include measures of the drivers for 
future performance (Kaplan and Norton, 1996; Del-Rey-Chamorro et al., 2003). This 
integrative approach gives this model the rightful status of being one of the main 
revolution vectors from the performance measurement field (Yadav et al, 2013). 
Through a well-rounded assessment vision, the BSC provides management with a 
balanced view on the business, placing corporate strategy and strategic intent at the 
centre of performance measurement, making individual teams directly responsible for 
achieving “stated goals” (Kaplan and Norton, 1996; Barkley, 2001).  

In the original model (1992) (figure 3), the BSC was initially presented as a 
“diagnostic tool” (Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2010) proposed as a dashboard to display 
the current situation of the business from four different perspectives: financial, 
customer, internal business processes and innovation and learning (Sanger, 1998, 
Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2010, Meng and Minogue, 2011). The four perspectives: 

1. Financial (performance and resource management). How will we look to our 
stakeholders? 

2. Customer (measures of satisfaction, market share and competitive position) 
How must we look to our customers? 

3. Internal (cost, quality, efficiency and other characteristics of goods or 
services) What internal processes must we excel at?  

4. Innovation (ability to respond to changes in technology, customer attitudes 
and economic environment) How can the organization learn and improve? 
(Sanger, 1998; Chen Xiao-yun et al., 2006) 

Since then - its launch in the Harvard Business Review- the BSC has experienced a 
shift from a pure performance model to a full management system applicable to a 
wide array of organizations from both the public and the private sector (Meng and 
Minogue, 2011). This change has been underlined in the second version of the model 
(1996) where the now traditional four dimensional template was enhanced by adding a 
strategy map that would help organizations implement the new control system. This 
originates in the company’s strategy, and moves to setting relevant key performance 
indicators related to each other by a “causal relationship” (Kaplan and Norton, 1996; 
Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2010). In 2001 the BSC has been expanded again, now 
becoming a tool to implement the company’s strategy (Janes and Faganel, 2013), by 
setting objectives, defining actions and connecting the BSC measures to the reward 
system. 

Due to its innovative ground breaking approach to performance management, the BSC has 
had and still has a great impact, being one of the most dominant frameworks in 
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this field; It has facilitated the shift from an operational perspective to a strategic 
perspective establishing a strong chain between performance, organization’s vision, 
objectives and strategies, leading to the achievement of long-term goals of the 
enterprise (Kaplan and Norton, 1996; Yadav et al, 2013). Comparing the BSC with 
other performance measurement models, a clear advantage is seen in its capacity to 
blend the financial and non-financial, as well as internal and external perspectives of 
the company (Kaplan and Norton, 2006; Janes and Faganel, 2013). As it takes its role 
as a game changer, the BSC triggers dialogue, facilitating sharing, learning and 
growth (Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2010). 

The BSC has been the centre of discussions and many scholars have updated and 
modified the model to become more “holistic” and “dynamic” to include the interests 
of all the stakeholders, adding new perspectives such: intellectual capital (Marr et al, 
2004; Kumar et al, 2013), corporate social responsibility (Nord, 2006; Chattananon et 
al, 2007), employee perspective, customer value and satisfaction (Setijono and 
Dahlgaard, 2007), sustainability, process excellence, suppliers, the environment 
(Yadav et al, 2013)., to name just a few.  

Figure 3. Balanced Score Card 

 

 

2.3. Measures of performance 

Feedback is what every system or organism uses for continuous learning and 
adaptation and is a key factor in boosting productivity (Shahin and Mahbod, 2007); 
the role of the performance indicators is to provide it (Beatham et al., 2005, Chae, 
2009). There are various types of performance indicators frequently utilized by 
businesses and organizations in their performance management systems, 
differentiating themselves according to stakeholder’s specifications (Ferreira et al., 
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2012). Definitory examples here include: KSF (key success factor, or CSF – critical 
success factor), and the KPI (key performance indicator). 

 

2.3.1. Key success factors (KSF) or critical success factors (CSF) 

 Is considered to be the most relevant vector from a key stakeholder’s perspective; 
being a driver in stakeholder’s strategy and success, it supports the established 
objectives (Kumar et al, 2013); Therefore it is the one that receives the most focus 
(Ferreira et al. 2012). When designing a measurement and control system, business 
objectives are broken down into CSF, and measures or key performance indicators are 
being allocated to each of these (Beatham et al. 2005). 

 

2.3.2. Key performance indicators (KPIs) 

KPIs focus actions on CSFs (Kumar et al, 2013), reflect and come from the 
company’s goals (Shahin and Mahbod, 2007), and are “traceable process metrics” 
(Kumar et al, 2013); measures of performance that focus on critical aspects of outputs 
or outcomes (Chan and Chan, 2004; Meng and Minogue, 2011).  The KPI is “the 
industry-recognised term that encompasses all” other types of measures, the generic 
performance measurement factor commonly used by different stakeholders and is 
considered to “represent the overall performance of an organization or system” 
(Beatham et al. 2005, Ferreira et al. 2012). They also “clarify the strategic objective, 
link maintenance department objectives to core business processes, keep track of 
trends in development, and identify possible solutions to problems” (p. 264) (Kumar 
et al, 2013). “As a performance measurement system, the KPI has been increasingly 
accepted by different industry sectors”, expanding its coverage from the traditional 
financial area into addressing “other critical issues such as safety, productivity, 
profitability, predictability, and client satisfaction”, reaching to be “identified as the 
most popular performance model” (p. 475) (Meng and Minogue, 2011). It is designed 
to bridge the gap between the top level management and the functional, operational 
level (Yadav et al, 2013), being at the very centre of any performance management 
system and guide decision making towards increased efficiency, the best resource 
allocation, building of strategy and action plan (Enoma and Allen, 2007; Carlucci, 
2010).  

Performance measures can generally be classified as: lagging and leading indicators 
(Kaplan and Norton, 1996; Kumar et al, 2013). Lag indicators are the most recognized 
measures (Beatham et al. 2005), extracted from the business objectives, are easy to 
measure but hard to improve or influence, are “generic”, output oriented, and confirm 
long term trends (such as corporate profits and labour cost per unit of output, financial 
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indicators). They provide a rear-view perspective and cannot be changed (Haji-
Kazemi and Bjørn, 2013). Lead indicators are performance drivers in the operational 
level, typically input oriented, hard to measure and easy to influence (stakeholder 
satisfaction and employee commitment are often leading indicators in the sense that 
they are highly predictive of financial performance; operational indicators) (Del-Rey-
Chamorro et al., 2003; Stenstrom et al., 2013); According to Enoma and Allen, (2007) 
the lead indicators are receiving increased interest from the performance systems 
designers as they have the ability to predict fault before it occurs, predicting future 
performance (Haji-Kazemi and Bjørn, 2013). The performance measures or indicators 
can also be classified as “hard” and “soft”. “Hard” measures or indicators are easier to 
obtain, as they are extracted from databases (such as energy per unit of consumption). 
In contrast the ”soft” ones are affected by the “human factor” therefore their 
measurement can be difficult due to their lack in reliability and objectivity; They 
measure “perception” such as stakeholder satisfaction or commitment, are highly 
predictive of  financial performance –therefore are leading indicators- and tracking 
them is extremely significant (Kumar et al, 2013). The service industry is classified as 
market oriented i.e. customer focused and labour intensive relaying heavily on the 
human factor, the resulting conclusion is that the human resource based indicators are 
determinants, while the financial indicators are classified as results. Therefore some 
indicators are the results of action, and others are the actions themselves (Harris and 
Mongiello, 2001). 

Selecting the right amount and the most relevant performance indicators can be a 
daunting task for the performance management systems designers (Carlucci, 2010; 
Wadongo, 2010). The KPI prioritization and choice process must result in the most 
important and relevant (Shahin and Mahbod, 2007), usually limited, amount of 
measures that must be identified as to prevent overload and confusion (Kumar et al, 
2013); a manageable number in accord with the business process characteristics (Del-
Rey-Chamorro et al, 2003). Kaplan and Norton (1996) suggest that when the 
indicators are balanced, their number is irrelevant; a number between 16 and 24 
measures are identified though as being ideal. The set of KPIs must be understood 
throughout, dynamic and able to evolve and displayed into a simple graphic design 
easy to update and manage (Chan and Chan, 2004).  

 

2.3.2.1. Characteristics of effective performance measures 

A. Carlucci (2010) identifies four main characteristics of effective performance 
indicators:  

1. Relevance; It is a performance measure’s characteristic to offer feedback as to 
confirm or correct prior expectations and so predicting the outcome of past and 
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present actions. In order to be effective, the information has to be available so a 
proactive stance can be employed. 

2. Reliability; In order for a performance measure to be effectively participating in the 
decision making, it is imperative that the information it offers is fairly error and bias 
free, measuring as close as possible the result it intends to measure. 

3. Understandable and representational; A performance measure’s applicability and 
usability is greatly enhanced once it is presented in a concise and appealing manner. 
The simpler and unsophisticated an indicator is designed to be, the greater its appeal 
and ease to communicate and apply it throughout the organization; its simplicity is 
directly proportional with its applicability.  

4. Comparability and consistency; Comparability is the characteristic of a 
performance measure to offer similarities and differences between two sets of data, 
giving the same policies and procedures are being employed. Its usefulness increases 
greatly when it can be benchmarked against best practice.  

Performance measurement allows benchmarking (Haji-Kazemi and Bjørn, 2013). 
According to Enoma and Allen, (2007), “benchmarking is a strategic planning tool 
aimed at clarifying the objectives and logic of any program”(p.298). Consequently in 
order for benchmarking to happen, relevant key performance indicators must be 
identified and data gathered, this emerges as a cost effective way to save auditor’s 
resources (Fuller, 1997).. The process of comparing the data derived from 
performance measurement against a point of reference is termed benchmarking. The 
point of reference is represented by industry standards and major competitors as well 
as other organizations (outside the industry); therefore it can be classified as internal 
and external (Enoma and Allen, 2007). According to Broderick et al., (2010) there has 
been identified a strong connection between benchmarking and quality improvement, 
and has been “actively defined as a method of process analysis in which best practice 
is identified and compared” (p.327) in order to establish achievable goals to gain 
competitiveness (Beatham et al., 2005). 

Seen et al., (2001) describe Best Practice as not having a universally applicable 
definition, most scholars terming it as the sum of different components.  Therefore 
“Best Practice is the cooperative way in which firms and their employees undertake 
business activities in all key processes; leadership, planning, customer, suppliers, 
community, relation, production, and supply of products and services and the use of 
benchmarking. These practices, when effectively linked together, can be expected to 
lead to sustainable world-class outcomes in quality and customer service, flexibility, 
timeliness, innovation, cost and competitiveness. (p 266). 

At strategic level benchmarking is used to compare performances between companies 
establishing standards against which judgement can be passed. At functional or 
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operational level comparison can happen within large organizations, countries and 
subsidiaries (Fuller, 1997). Beatham et al, (2005) describes benchmarking as having 
three levels: 1. Internal within the company, used to identify best internal practices, 
realize comparisons between departments and checking progress towards set goals. 2. 
Internal within the same industry, comparing against major competitors; across a 
sector. 3. Comparisons against other industries; this is thought to be determining most 
change in regards to process development. Prevalent in the service industries, process 
benchmarking focuses on best work processes and has been best described and 
associated with efficient client handling (Broderick et al., 2010). 

B. Goal setting theory indicates that establishing clear and challenging goals normally 
result in  higher performance of outcome than when the goals set were easily 
attainable, vague, or no goals at all (Shahin and Mahbod, 2007). A well balanced 
performance management system incorporates a wide array of complex indicators. 
Some can be connected directly through a quantitative, “SMART” goal setting 
criteria– such as cost or time, others involving the “human component” –such as client 
satisfaction or employee friendliness towards guests (Kumar et al, 2013) are 
qualitative by nature and more challenging to quantify, but crucial for predicting 
financial performance.  

A clear link has been established between incorporating a SMART (Specific, 
Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, Time-bound) goal setting criteria and creating 
successful performance measuring systems throughout an organization (Yadav et al, 
2013; Kumar et al, 2013). Performance indicators can be both quantitative and 
qualitative and still be complying to the “SMART” criteria (Shahin and Mahbod, 
2007). 

Specific 

Goals should be clearly detailed and simplistically formulated. They need to answer 
the What, Why and How in the SMART model. When goals are specific, it is much 
easier to hold someone accountable for their completion. 

Measurable 

Goals should be measurable so that you have tangible evidence that you have 
accomplished the goal. Usually, the entire goal statement is a measure for the project, 
but there are usually several short-term or smaller measurements built into the goal. 
The measure may be quantitative or qualitative, but measurement should be against a 
standard of performance and a standard of expectation. 

Attainable (but aggressive enough) 
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Goals should be achievable; they should stretch you slightly so you feel challenged, 
but defined well enough so that you can achieve them. The appropriate knowledge, 
skills, and abilities needed to achieve the goal must be there and it must possess a 
large enough degree of challenge so to present a big enough challenge. 

Realistic and result-oriented 

Goals should be realistic in a particular working environment, and aim for an 
objective toward which you are both willing and able to work. Being realistic in the 
choice of goals is helpful in examining the availability of resources and selecting 
KPIs. A high goal is frequently easier to reach than a low one because a low goal 
exerts low motivational force. 

Time bound 

A goal should be grounded within a time frame as to create a sense of urgency. A time 
line of completion should be attached to the goal; that creates the possibility to 
measure progress towards success. It also assists in developing a realistic action plan, 
including setting intermediate objectives and strategies for reaching the goals. (Shahin 
and Mahbod, 2007) 

C. The weight of each performance measure 

Designing a performance management system would need identifying which of the 
indicators are more important or useful in establishing the overall wellbeing of the 
organization. Having acquired a certain “weight”, an indicator brings its contribution 
to the total score of the system, therefore this is a characteristic that needs to be 
assessed and assigned with care and proper thought (Sanger, 1998). Assigning a 
weight or base significance to each measure is attributed to management’s perception 
on its relative importance (Tyagi and Gupta, 2013), and it establishes priorities 
between indicators (Carlucci, 2010). 

 

2.3.2.2. Steps in creating performance measures 

“When it is obvious that the goals cannot be reached, don’t adjust the goals, adjust the 
steps” Confucius 

Effective performance management systems are not quick to identify and design. They 
take constant work from senior management, strategic thinking and planning, 
perseverance plus open communication and collaboration across the organization 
(Barkley, 2001).  

Performance management systems are dynamic, as what is applicable today may be 
obsolete tomorrow therefore the system needs constant reassessment and upgrading as 
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to keep pace with the ever changing business climate (Wadongo, 2010, Ferreira et al., 
2012). Once the fundamental principles of performance management are well 
engraved in the company’s culture and becomes routine, it is a real accomplishment, 
bringing tremendous value throughout the organization, helping the company create 
its strategic objectives, comprehend and measure accordingly balanced business 
drivers, recognize and examine the root causes of performance variations, take 
corrective action, augmenting suitable management and employee behaviour. 
(Barkley, 2001; Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2010). 

Barkley, (2001) pinpoints two critical steps in creating a balanced scorecard of KPIs: 
1. defining objectives that align with corporate business drivers; and 2. determining 
the primary and secondary measures of these objectives. Ferreira et al., (2012) explain 
a generic performance measurement process where the first step is for the 
management identifies the objectives, followed by setting up the target indicators and 
values of the performance measurements. Seen et al., (2001) recognize that the 
management team needs to engage in preparatory work with the employees explaining 
the purpose and establishing the process for the performance measurements 
development and future use. The next step is identifying the critical success factors for 
the organization, followed by selecting the KPIs engaging the whole team in the 
process. Finally in the building stage is the framework or scorecard design for all 
levels of the corporate structure. According to Tyagi and Gupta (2013) the following 
steps are identified when designing performance measurements: 1.Leadership 
intervention; 2.Strategic alignment with the business objectives; 3.Scorecard 
architecture and associated measurements; 4.Goals and benchmarks for each 
measurement; 5.Validation and fine tuning 

 

2.3.2.3. Barriers in creating performance measures 

Although there is great benefit with the successful delivery of a performance 
management system, most of the attempts to create one accounted as having failed. 
The reasons for that can be categorised into three sections: political barriers, 
infrastructure barriers and focus barriers (Beatham et al, 2005).  

1. Political barriers are encountered as the employees perceive the new performance 
management tool as a threat. Resistance to change, threat of being monitored closely, 
having their work load increased and fear of failure to perform accordingly resulting 
in loss of job are commonly accounted throughout the design phase (Beatham et al, 
2005). In order to mitigate this aspect, management has to take proactive roles 
educating the managers and employees and making them part of the process from the 
embryonic stages of performance measurement system development (Agostino and 
Arnaboldi, 2010; Ferreira et al., 2011).  
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2. Infrastructure barriers are identified when channels for data storage and access are 
not clearly available. The existing information is in various formats or in different 
databases therefore making the creation and integration of new performance measures 
difficult. The need for reliable reference points for effective benchmarking and goal 
setting is imperative for usable KPIs to be born (Sanger 1998; Barkley, 2001; 
Beatham et al, 2005; Broderick et al., 2010; Ferreira et al., 2011; Atkinson, 2012; 
Kumar et al, 2013) 

3. Focus barriers are registered as occurring due to time and labour intensive work 
that the performance management system needs to develop. The benefits of such 
project for the organization are long term therefore the relatively short term effort put 
into designing might not be perceived as justifiable. Leadership must ensure during 
the project that the energy levels are kept high and the full engagement and of 
protagonists is reached. Participating in the making ownership is inoculated into those 
involved. Further commitment can be obtained by connecting the control system and 
the results achieved to the reward system within the business. Transparency and 
cohesion within the organization can also be emphasized when synergistically and 
collaboratively developing the performance measurement system. (Beatham et al, 
2005; Broderick et al., 2010) 
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     CHAPTER 3 

                      Research methodology 

 

According to Agostino and Arnaboldi, (2010) designing a performance measurement 
tool is best approached using a bi-directional method where the formulation, structure 
and planning involved top management and first line managers. This way everyone 
will take ownership of the work, in a collaborative project where linking strategy to 
action, defining perspectives and selecting the KPIs is performed through the ranks. 
The opposite, a top-down approach where the performance tool is just handed in one 
day from the corporate office without prior knowledge of its development, would 
render most measures useless. Therefore for an efficient process and the creation of 
usable measures, everyone concerned must synergistically collaborate in the making 
(Beatham et al, 2005; Broderick et al., 2010). The development of KPIs are to be 
conducted using the methodology of semi-structured interviews with employees at 
various managerial levels (Janes and Faganel, 2013; Tyagi and Gupta, 2013). 

The current paper follows a Qualitative research methodology, employing semi-
structured interviews with the management team for the identification and 
development process of performance measures. The aim is having an end result a 
tailored performance management system that fits the needs of a high-end hospitality 
organization. 

The performance management system design project at hand has been developed to 
encompass the whole hotel group. As this is a rather complex, multileveled subject, 
for edification purposes the focus on this present paper is on the Food and Beverage 
department, the service aspect only, incorporated within one of the two properties. 
The main reason for choosing this particular partition to magnify and analyse is due to 
the fact the Food and Beverage department is a “classic” department for the hotel 
business and the service industry at large, a major revenue producer, therefore 
representative for this organization and project. Also we found fit to treat the 
individual departments throughout the two properties as independent businesses, each 
having its special requirements. Although there are numerous indicators integrating 
the whole organization, the F&B Department in focus here can be considered as 
“stand alone” business, making the analysis pertinent. (The annex to this paper shows 
the end project for the whole resort). 

The Food and Beverage department is structured on four levels respectively level 3, 4, 
5 and 6 on the corporate scale (Figure 4.). Level 3 is represented by the Food and 
Beverage Manager. Level 4 is represented by the Assistant Food and Beverage 
Manager, Restaurant Managers and the Service Manager. Level 5 includes the 
supervisors for the Restaurant, Bar, Beach Boys. Level 6 encompasses the Waiters, 
Barmen, Beach Boys, and the Food and Beverage Outlet Cashier.  

The performance measures for the Food and Beverage Department were identified and 
developed with the active collaboration of the Group General Manager, Operations 
Manager, Food and Beverage Manager, Assistant Food and Beverage Manager, 
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Restaurant Manager and The Service Manager. The semi-structured interviews were 
held either in a formal or an informal setting the time was recorded and included in the 
weekly “KPI meeting” report. The time spent with every manager concerning this 
subject averages over two hours. As the channels of communications were kept 
opened, a multitude of emails were exchanged concerning the progress of the work 
throughout the whole process. 

The initial meetings with the managers were held formally, having set the time and 
date at least a day in advance. The average time spent in this meeting normally 
surpassed one hour in length, the time was recorded and included in the weekly “KPI 
meeting” with the Group General Manager. The meetings had the following structure 
and the following questions were answered: 

Introduction: 

What are Key Performance Indicators? 
Why do we need KPIs? 
 

Technical aspects: 

How to work with the dashboard?  
Who “owns” the KPIs?  
When and how often to report? (time frames linked to colour codes) 
How will the linked in reward system function? 
 

KPI adjustment, negotiation and validation  

What are the objectives that we follow? 
How do we aim at achieving the objectives? 
Is each measure relevant? Attainable? Challenging enough? Representative? 
What adjustments need be made to each KPI? 
Which KPI needs excluded and which new KPI needs added? 
 

The channels of communication were left opened throughout the design process for 
necessary adjustments. The results of the meetings and suggested adjustments to the 
KPIs were noted and communicated to the General Manager and Operations Manager 
for approval. Feedback was then relayed to the concerned managers. The process 
followed a cyclical pattern and adjustments to the KPIs made throughout its 
expansion. 

The steps taken towards completion of the performance management system have 
been identified to be thirteen in number, interrelating synergistically, incrementally 
addressed as the project was progressing. 

1.  Research organization’s strategic intent and fundamentals extracting inherent 
objectives and related CSF. It is imperative to possess a clear understanding of the 
organization’s objectives as to efficiently tackle the inherent need to best align the 
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performance measures to rally the whole company to aim at achieving common goals 
(Seen et al., 2001; Barkley, 2001; Ferreira et al., 2012; Tyagi and Gupta, 2013). The 
first week was allocated for research. Everything from company’s strategic intent, to 
Profit and Loss reports, guest feedback found on internet, both formal and informal 
semi structured interviews with the management team, inspection on the property, 
time spent with different departments observing the regular flow of business. An 
action plan for the project was designed and submitted to the GGM. Weekly reports 
were to be emailed before every “KPI meeting” that would take place on Mondays 
afternoon. 

Figure 4. Food and Beverage Department linked in the Corporate Structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Receive initial input from the Group General Manager having as starting point an 
embryonic set of KPIs for corporate level 2, 3 and 4, echoing from the organization’s 
strategy. The support for the project has been also stated and communicated to 
department managers. Having the leader of the hotel group providing an invaluable 
start up input by sharing the vision of the entity and enclosed objectives delivered 
through an incipient set of measures for most department managers, proved crucial for 
fast project take off. His support for the development of the performance management 
system was clearly addressed from day one where during the weekly general meeting 
with the department heads his will was heard. Emails were also sent to everyone 
concerned as to galvanize their full collaboration for the creation of the end product. 
Leadership is crucial for deployment of such project; continuous support and 
reassurance are needed as the process of performance measures design is bound to 
meet a variety of challenges. (Beatham et al, 2005; Broderick et al., 2010; Agostino 
and Arnaboldi, 2010; Ferreira et al., 2011; Tyagi and Gupta, 2013). 
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Level 6 
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3. Research existing software and frameworks aiming at finding one to fit the project 
at hand. Everything being opened at this stage, a variety of potential infrastructures 
and frameworks were looked into and existing software tested to find a viable one that 
would be able to address the specific needs of this organization. The use of KPIs 
driven from strategic goals and objectives of a company would be best developed with 
a Balanced Score Card model as this framework has a more complete outlook, 
providing information on both qualitative and quantitative impacts of strategies, 
controlling the different levels of the organization, reaching for both internal and 
external performance (Janes and Faganel, 2013; Kumar et al, 2013). However though, 
Tyagi and Gupta (2013) underline that the needs of the service industry are unique. 
Both the Baldridge  and the BEM performance models  are focusing too much on 
process management instead of performance measurement and the BSC is too 
strategic in nature, all overlooking the importance of the core values here. Therefore 
the approach is to create a scorecard or dashboard that incorporates specific elements 
of the service business: growth, leadership, acceleration, collaboration, innovation, 
execution and retention, integrating competitive benchmarking all tailor made to the 
realities of this type of business. 

4. Build proprietary framework to best encompass the required specifications (ease, 
straightforwardness, etc.) as none of the available infrastructures proved satisfactory. 
By the end of the second week into the project two dashboards or checksheets were 
submitted for approval during the Monday “KPI meeting”. Both infrastructures were 
created with simplicity, ease of use and fast to update as main characteristics and 
answered the basic questions. The one titled “Exhibit B” a Microsoft Excel based 
checksheet was chosen. According to Ferreira et al., (2012), generically, developing a 
performance measurement system would encompass two main parts: A. Identifying, 
developing key performance indicators and B. Establishing a suitable measurement 
framework or infrastructure. The indicators display the contents of what needs to be 
measured as per the objectives of the organization. The framework or infrastructure is 
either adopted adapted or especially designed to best portray the needs of the 
organization and describes the set up and enfoldment of the required measurement; it 
answers the basic questions of who will measure, what is to be measured and how to 
do so. The “how to measure?” is a broad subject that is better understood as: how to 
design these measures so they reflect the performance of processes and people, can be 
easily implemented and can be revised and updated when needed (Paranjape et al., 
2006). 

5. Create an approved prototype measurement system for corporate level 2, 3 and 4. 
The following week was spent populating the voted dashboard with the initial set of 
measures, colour coding the reporting time frames to enhance comprehension and ease 
of use, getting everything ready for discussions with department heads. The 
organization is structured on five corporate levels and the infrastructure design had to 
support this multi-layered integration of KPIs. According to Kumar et al, (2013) in 
case of a multi levelled organization, the performance management system has to be 
conceived multi-hierarchically so the indicators at the operational level to integrate 
with the middle or tactical level indicators and help the strategic level management in 
its decision making. Ideally the information flows both ways on the vertical and all the 
concerned employees are involved in the development of KPIs. The creation of 
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performance measures need to embody objective targets for the operational and 
middle level that were derived themselves from the strategic goals. This way the 
operational or functional level is linked to the strategic goals and is acting as a 
performance driver for the whole organization.  

6. Hold individual meetings with the management team discussing performance 
measurement benefits and debating each KPI’s viability to help optimize the efficiency 
of their departments by increased control over staff, financials and operations. The 
meetings were held usually in a formal manner in the office of the manager. The 
initial meeting usually surpassed one hour and the subjects discussed went from 
general KPI education, to the dashboard or report card functionality, objectives 
followed and specific KPI validation and adjustment. The results were communicated 
to the GGM, the feedback relayed back to the managers in a cyclical manner, the 
necessary adjustments to the KPIs made in the process. Agostino and Arnaboldi, 
(2010) describes as best process to develop performance measures a bi-directional 
approach where the metrics are discussed with the in line managers, the information 
circulating on the vertical. The managers at this level are experts in their fields 
therefore their contribution to the development process is fundamental. 

7. Constant adjustment to the measurement system as agreed with the management 
team, to best encompass and represent the company’s corporate, business and 
functional strategies. The channels of communication were permanently opened and 
relaying of feedback and necessary adjustments in the measures so their targets is best 
set to represent the company’s objectives. 

8. Develop KPI weighing pattern collaboratively with concerned managers to suit the 
purpose of the system. The performance management system has been designed 
having each KPI weighed with a number of points so it can reward with an annual 
bonus for satisfactory completion. Assigning a certain weight to each KPI is related to 
management’s perception on that indicator’s importance as it brings its contribution to 
the total score of the system (Sanger, 1998; Tyagi and Gupta, 2013). 

9. Hold seminars and workshops for and with the management team having as main 
aim identifying KPI’s for corporate level 5 and 6, the positions under their control. 
Having as aim controlling and improving their department’s efficiency, all 
management team were given the chance to participate in identification and design of 
performance measures for all the “positions” they manage. This last segment of 
corporate structure, the operational or functional level was now on its way to get 
aligned with the strategic objectives (Agostino and Arnaboldi, 2010). This step was 
wrapped under the format of a “KPI seminar and workshop” that took place in the 
conference room. It lasted a total of over two hours and it had the participation of the 
whole management team. It started with a presentation on performance measurement, 
then focused on the organization and how this system will benefit, followed by a 
description of the KPI design process. The second part was the workshop. Blank KPI 
dashboards were printed and handed in and having the example of what had been 
achieved so far, they were instructed to identify KPIs for their staff. Questions and 
dialogue was sparked and important feedback was noted for system improvement. 
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10. Identify KPIs for auxiliary positions that were not initially comprised within the 
main project. Various positions were not encompassed initially within the start-up set 
of measures that focused mainly on the core departments. The Executive Assistant 
Manager and the English Teacher were interviewed using the same methodology 
extracting objectives, setting targets and integrating their KPIs with the whole 
organization. 

11. Complete the “KPI Reference Manual”, a supporting document for the level 2, 3, 
and 4. The need for creating a KPI manual was inherent as a functional dashboard 
built with simplicity and common sense in mind can support a limited amount of 
information. Therefore information that specifies benchmarking methodologies, 
weights assignment, any other details about a certain measure that need clarifying plus 
instructions how to physically use the dashboard with FAQs was created.  

12. Help finalize the development of KPIs for corporate level 4, 5 and 6 through talks 
with the individual department heads. The hotel can be a busy environment and 
operations are prioritized before any other project. As some of the managers instructed 
to send in their staffs KPIs for approval were not showing signs for completion, a 
number of formal and informal meetings were scheduled so they can receive the 
necessary support for task completion. 

13. Fine tune the measurement system’s overall “feel” addressing foreseeable issues, 
ensuring readiness for the forthcoming stages: implementation and reassessment. Last 
few days were allocated to considering last minute suggestions, reading through, and 
adjusting.  
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       CHAPTER 4 

Data analysis and recommendations 

 

The process of constructing the tailor made performance management system spanned 
across four months. The results of the semi structured interviews with the 
management team led to the development of key performance indicators that address 
the specific needs of this organization. Within the F&B department targeted for 
analysis in this present paper, the managers that took an active role in the KPI 
construction process occupy the following positions: Food and Beverage Manager 
(level 3), Assistant Food and Beverage Manager (level 4), Restaurant Manager (level 
4) and Service Manager (level 4). Their collaboration led to the following FINDINGS: 

 

1. The objectives are the same throughout the F&B department. The aim is achieving 
continuously a greater degree of control and improvement in the following areas: 

- Guest Satisfaction. A critical success factor for the hotel industry that 
determines the degree of prosperity for this business. . The objective is efficiently 
measuring this factor as to constantly devising new ways and striving to improve 
guest’s perception as by doing so it will positively impact the revenue stream ensuring 
long term organization survival and prosperity. 

-Human Resource. Closely linked to the guest satisfaction and with the overall 
performance of the organization, the objective here is to have highly skilled 
employees, empowered and “owning” the work, able to provide a great quality of 
service.  

- Financial. The aim is to increase revenue ensuring constant growth and 
optimized efficiency in monetary management. 

- Costs.  The goal here is reducing resource dissipation – both financial and 
non-financial, increasing overall efficiency focusing on work processes, promoting 
discipline, developing analytical thinking and fostering inventiveness. 

-Promotions or Revenue Creation. The objective is increased financial growth, 
stimulating innovation and creativity. 

 

2. The key performance indicators chosen to perform towards achieving the 
objectives, need modifying as to fit the attributes depicting the individual job 
descriptions and the level occupied on the corporate structure. 

Example: Achieving the objectives in the “Costs” area will result in reducing 
unnecessary resource expenditures. “Costs” is all about Time and Cost management, a 
generic term depicting both accounting costs and time savings by making the work 
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processes more efficient. Therefore, both financial and non-financial indicators have 
been agreed upon.  

-Finding alternative ways to operate would translate directly into financial 
savings; normally attributed to the management team of the department, these 
measures have as secondary objective developing analytical thinking, inventiveness 
and acquiring multilateral intellectual growth. 

-Non financial measures aiming to increase performance of the work processes 
through good planning and disciplined work; this approach will save time resulting in 
less monetary expenses for the department in labour costs (eventual paid overtime).  

-Altogether a multileveled set of KPI’s have been attributed down the chain of 
command all designed to fit with the individual’s understanding and job title: 

-Food and Beverage Manager (level 3) and Assistant Food and Beverage 
Manager (level 4): 

KPI 1: Develops at least 6 cost reducing ideas and implements them and tracks the 
savings to the company, quantifies savings in Thai Baht 

KPI 2: Formulate and implement a garbage segregation plan.  

 -Restaurant Manager (level 4) and Service Manager (level 4): 

KPI 1: Control breakage and report it monthly 

 -Restaurant Supervisor (level 5) and Bar Supervisor (level 5): 

KPI 1: Monitor and ensure that the Cleaning Schedule is respected daily  

KPI 2: Monitor and ensure that Opening and Closing check list gets respected by 
individuals daily  

KPI 3: Control breakage and report it monthly 

 

3. There is a mixture of lagging – financial, easily quantifiable indicators, and leading 
–human factor predominant, drivers of financial success, that are challenging to 
measure. As the leading indicators are quintessential for this business’s success, we 
found ways to measure and positively impact them, increasing their relevance and 
reliability.  

Example: Measuring Guest Satisfaction, gathering feedback and increasing the 
perception on excellence through constant employee multileveled training. These are 
interlinked processes designed not only to decrease the gap expectation-perception, 
but to create the “Wow” experience.  

 To measure, two main methods have been chosen: Trip Advisor and the in-
house guest feedback questionnaire. An additional method collecting guest direct 
feedback through the front line staff has also been set in place. These methods 
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combined, would give a broader, more reliable picture, strengthening the grip on this 
crucial indicator. Furthermore, the way these measures are thought, in order for the 
KPI to become fulfilled, the employee needs to cleverly interact with the guest, 
carefully delivering the best service possible, and automatically increasing the guest’s 
perception on quality. 

-In house feedback questionnaire: often disregarded or hastily filled in by 
guests. To increase their relevance by having access to a higher number filled in, the 
Service Manager and F&B Cashier received related KPIs adding to the guest-staff 
interaction. 

 -Trip Advisor: although the rating criteria is difficult to comprehend and 
influence, it is an invaluable tool that must be considered. We agreed to “Increase the 
“Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor with at least 30 points per consecutive quarters. 
This is a “team effort indicator “, a KPI included throughout the ranks. To increase 
this rating, front line employees and managers need to constantly create rapport with 
the guests. 

-Staff preparedness and direct feedback: “Ensure daily pre and post shift 
meetings to increase awareness of staff and specials and check set up, thus ensuring 
guest satisfaction”. A logbook recording time and the main discussion points must be 
kept; this also serves as a “front line” feedback collector detecting issues in the work 
process and relaying additional direct guest feedback increasing the control on this 
important factor. 

To further the positive impact on Guest satisfaction, other measures have been 
created that would give the employee the right tools, enhancing their ability and 
preparedness to properly interact with the guest and deliver the service:  

-English language skill: “Increase the English language skills with 1 level a 
year, based on IELTS or TEFL (measured by the English teacher)”, KPI included with 
level 5, 6 and most of level 4, together with compulsory attendance in class. 
Consequently the English Teacher owns the KPI relating to testing and meeting the 
necessary level of preparation. 

-Aiming to enhance creative thinking and facilitate a stronger rapport with the 
guest, department heads received the following KPI:  “Ensures strategies to increase 
departments overall satisfaction by a general 3% from the same period last year as per 
the feedback provided by the guest questionnaire”. 

 

4. Construction of KPIs for each corporate level according to employee held job 
position. 

4.1. Food and Beverage Manager (level 3) and Assistant F&B Manager (level 4) 

4.1.1. Guest Satisfaction. Three key performance indicators were chosen as being 
representative for accomplishing this objective. Following negotiations, their values 
and targets were agreed. 
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KPI 1: Ensures strategies to increase department’s overall satisfaction by a general 3% 
from the same period last year as per the feedback provided by the guest 
questionnaire. 

__4p Ensures strategies toincrease departments overall satisfaction by aJuly
REPORTgeneral 3% from the same period last year as per the feedback August
Monthly provided by the guest questionnaire. September

    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

The guest questionnaire is an in-house feedback tool, the monthly reports including 
the values for each department. The target is to increase the number each month 
benchmarking with the same month last year (this comparison method has been 
validated as consecutive months would naturally have different results; low and high 
season). The value after negotiations has been set at 3%. Its assigned weight is 4 
points checked “Monthly”. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A monthly action plan must be drawn with 
specific measures detailed. Implementation, feedback and impact must be tracked as 
to determine the degree of success of each measure. Previous records must be 
consulted and monthly figures necessary for benchmarking must be extracted. 

KPI 2: Ensure daily pre and post shift meetings to increase awareness of staff and 
specials and check set up, thus ensuring guest satisfaction.  

__1p Ensure daily pre and post shif t meetings to increase aw areness ofJuly
staff  and specials and check set up, thus ensuring guest satisfaction.August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational metric and the target, increasing staff knowledge and education 
has been identified as linked directly with guest satisfaction. Trained staff is able to 
efficiently and proactively tackle the needs of the guest. The time spent in training is 
recorded in the logbook and the KPI is checked on the dashboard weekly, its assigned 
weight being 1 point checked “Weekly”. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): An example spreadsheet or blueprint for the 
logbook must be attached, as to emphasize the focus on the important aspects that 
need be achieved (such as feedback on work processes, guest, serving techniques, 
food presentations etc.). 

KPI 3: Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor with at least 30 points per 
consecutive quarters.  

_*_20p Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor w ith at least 30 pointsJuly
per consecutive quarters. (Dept's common effort indicator) August

Every September
quarter    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

As stated, this is a department’s and resort’s common effort indicator and will be 
found throughout the ranks assigned to positions that can impact the rating (primarily 
front line staff and management team). Trip Advisor is used as a tool (found at 
www.tripadvisor.com) to probe guest satisfaction and find more necessary feedback. 
The target is to increase resort’s overall rating with 30 points on the Trip Advisor 
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scale benchmarked on consecutive quarters. The reporting time frame is “Every 
quarter” and it is weighed at 20 points for completion. This metric has been assigned 
partial point award (as long as at least 50% of the total target gets fulfilled): “Trip 
Advisor 15 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points – Minimum allowed for the 
count. Trip Advisor 20 “Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 25 
“Excellent points” = 16 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 27 “Excellent points” = 18 
Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 30 “Excellent points” = 20 Check Sheet points – 
Maximum possible 

Any other score that falls in between from Trip Advisor just award the number of 
points that is closer, if in the middle go to the highest one (Example: Trip Advisor 17 
“Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points, Trip Advisor 18 “Excellent points” = 13 
Check Sheet points)” (KPI reference manual - Food and Beverage Manager& 
Assistant F & B Manager). 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A note must be incorporated in the 
management’s team KPI Manual as to constantly train and remind staff to use every 
chance possible to create rapport with the guest. The online factor has become 
extremely important. Previous quarterly ratings must be obtained as to benchmark 
against. 

 

4.1.2. Human Resource. Four key performance indicators were chosen as being 
representative for accomplishing this objective. Following negotiations, their values 
and targets were agreed. 

KPI 1: At least 45 hours of training per quarter (15h per month). The training can be 
formal or informal but must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 

_*_18p At least 45 hours of training per quarter(15 h per month). The training  July
can be formal or informal but must be recorded and is inclusive August

Every of language training. September
Quarter     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

A highly debated target in this case, as most managers felt they would not have the 
necessary time during certain busy months to accomplish it. All sorts of training can 
be encompassed within the establish value as long as it is recorded in the logbooks. It 
has a quarterly reporting time frame and is weighing 18 points. This indicator also 
allows partial point awarding as follows: “(as long as at least 50% of the total training 
time gets executed: 22.5 hours per quarter or 7.5 hours per month) as follows:    Starts 
at 50% completion: 22.5h/quarter=9points (7.5h/month=3points). 
30h/quarter=12points (10h/month=4points). 37.5h/quarter=15points 
(12.5h/month=5points). There are no points for under 50% completion” (KPI 
reference manual - Food and Beverage Manager & Assistant F & B Manager). 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A simple centralizing system for the “training” 
time for easy processing must be included; it can be comprised of a template-
spreadsheet.   
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KPI 2: Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 

__40p Obtain a minimum of "Good" on the 360 Degree evaluation by peersJuly
and subordonates. August

Yearly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

The “360 degree evaluation system” is an internal feedback tool that allows the 
employees to assess their peers and subordinates. The set value is obtaining a mark 
not lower than “Good” on the scale. The evaluation is held once a year therefore this 
metric is reported once a year also, weighing 40 points awarded for completion.  

Further improvement (KPI Manual): At the time, the 360 degree system was yet to be 
finalized. Once that happens, specific description on the process of marking including 
criteria and emphasizing the privacy must be included.  

 KPI 3: At least 2 internal promotions from within (only if higher positions become 
available, and can be promotions to other departments or properties as well). 

__20p At least 2 internal promotions from w ithin per year (only if  higher July
/promo positions become available, and can be promotions to other August
Every departments or properties as w ell). September
Quarter     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

The idea innate in this metric is that people need to possess a variety of skills and have 
the chance to grow within the organization. Both vertical and horizontal promotions 
either within the F&B department or to another department that the employee shows 
interest in. Transfers to other resorts within the same hotel group are also possible. 
The managers have as target at least two promotions every quarter. The metric is 
weighed at 20 points and is reported quarterly. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A “pro-transfer” culture must be created where 
management supports and encourages. A time frame schedule when each employee 
can request such moves can be attached. 

KPI 4: Conduct weekly department meetings with all staff with copy of meeting 
minutes. 

__1p Conduct w eekly department meetings w ith all staff  w ith copy of July
meeting minutes. August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational metric and aims at keeping staff knowledgeable and updated 
with the necessary details portraying to excelling at their job. The procedure is 
recorded in the meeting logbook and subjects of the discussion stated. It is reported 
“Weekly” and is weighed at 1 point.  

Further improvement (KPI Manual): An example spreadsheet or blueprint for the 
registration logbook must be attached, as to emphasize the focus on the important 
aspects that need be achieved. 
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4.1.3. Financial. Four key performance indicators were chosen as being representative 
for accomplishing this objective. Following negotiations, their values and targets were 
agreed. 

KPI 1: Exceed last year F & B budget by at least 5%. 

__15p Exceed last year F & B budget by at least 5%. July
(versus same quarter last year) August

Every September
Quarter     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This metric’s target has been agreed at 5% minimum and is compared to the same 
quarter the previous year. It is weighed at 15 points and has a quarterly reporting time 
frame. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): In order to accurately achieve this result, records 
must be consulted and data must be extracted and included in the manual as to be able 
to benchmark against. 

KPI 2: Is never over budget on Line Item expenses (in relation to business levels and 
within control of self). 

__3p Is never over budget on line items expenses (in relation to businessJuly
levels and w ithin control of self). August

Every 2 September
w eeks     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This indicator aims to assist managing the resources within the department more 
efficiently. The Line Item Expense system is an internal system of control designed 
and tested by the top management. It has a bi-weekly report frame and is weighed at 3 
points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Operation instructions for this system must be 
included; with examples, screenshots, etc. 

KPI 3: Increased average check by at least 3% versus last year. 

__12p Increase average check by at least 3% versus last year. July
(versus same quarter last year) August

Every September
Quarter     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

Average check is a value reported and it relates to department’s financial reports. 
Comparison is done with the same quarter from previous year as consecutive quarters 
would present discrepancies due to high-low season variance. The target has been 
agreed at 3%, the indicator having a quarterly reporting time frame and 12 points as 
weight. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): In order to accurately achieve this result, records 
must be consulted and data must be extracted and included in the manual as to be able 
to benchmark against. 

KPI 4: Exceeds GOP by at least 1.5% versus budget and preferably over last year as 
well. 
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__6p Exceeds GOP by at least 1.5% versus budget and preferably over July
last year as w ell. August

Monthly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

Gross Operating Profit is a value reported and it relates to department’s financial 
reports. Comparison is done with the same month from previous year as consecutive 
months would present discrepancies due to high-low season variance. The target has 
been agreed at 1.5%, the indicator having a monthly reporting time frame and 6 points 
as weight. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): In order to accurately achieve this result, records 
must be consulted and data must be extracted and included in the manual as to be able 
to benchmark against. 

 

4.1.4. Costs. Two key performance indicators were chosen as being representative for 
accomplishing this objective. Following negotiations, their values and targets were 
agreed. 

KPI 1: Develops at least 6 cost reducing ideas and implements them and tracks the 
savings to the company, quantifies savings in Thai Baht. 

__10p Develops at least 6 cost reducing ideas and implements them and July
/idea tracks the savings to the company, quantifies savings in TB .August
Every (per year) September
Quarter     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

The top management’s strategy is to develop its department heads as creators of ideas 
and improvers of the work processes. This metric elicits such creative process by 
setting the target at minimum six cost saving ideas that are traceable and accounted 
for. Once such program/idea has been implemented and the results recorded, this 
metric starts being fulfilled. It has a quarterly reporting frame and every idea is worth 
10 points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A template or spreadsheet that tells what has 
been done, and what meant for the organization must be included; program running 
time frame, tracking timely resource savings, employee and guest (if applicable) 
feedback. 

KPI 2: Formulate and implement a garbage segregation plan. 

__6p Formulate and implement a garbage segregation plan. July
August

Monthly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational metric that has as result when materialized the increased 
efficiency of the work process in the kitchen and service area. It starts being fulfilled 
as the program keeps running, is has a monthly reported time frame and is weighing 6 
points. 
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Further improvement (KPI Manual): An approved action plan specifying everyone’s 
duties must be included. 

 

4.1.5. Promotions or Revenue Creation. Five key performance indicators were chosen 
as being representative for accomplishing this objective. Following negotiations, their 
values and targets were agreed. 

KPI 1: Increases revenue at every major event compared to last year by at least 2.5%. 

__15p Increases revenue at every major event compared to last year July
/event by at least 2.5%. August
Every (counted 5 major events) September
Quarter     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

There have been five major Thai and International events throughout the year that the 
resort capitalizes substantially. The target has been set at 2.5% increase in revenue 
compared with the same event the previous year. The reporting time frame is set 
generically every quarter but its weight is 15 points per successful event. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): In order to accurately achieve this result, records 
must be consulted and data must be extracted and included in the manual as to be able 
to benchmark against. 

KPI 2: Creates at least 6 promotions per outlet and tracks the success of the 
promotions carefully. 

__10p Creates at least 6 promotions per outlet (restaurant/bar) per year July
/promo and  tracks the success of the promotions carefully. August
Every 2 outlets per hotel=12 promos per year total) September
Quarter     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

Encouraging creativity from the managers to design and implement programs that 
translates in a positive cash flow. The target for the indicator has been set at six 
promotions per F&B outlet. The system rewards with 10 points for every successful 
promo and the reporting time frame has been generically set on a quarterly basis.  

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A template or spreadsheet that exemplifies what 
needs to be tracked must be included (promo time frame, investment-people, 
resources-, profit or loss, customer feedback). 

KPI 3: Increases romantic dinner by the beach by at least 10% versus the year before. 

__15p Increases romantic dinner by the beach by at least 10% versus July
the year before. (versus same quarter last year) August

Every September
Quarter     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

“Romantic Dinner by the Beach” is a product of the department, and a staple of the 
resort itself. This indicator reflects a more complex outlook as producing good 
numbers here requires suggestive selling from the staff thus reflecting in their skill 
and abilities that were supposedly inoculated through training. This is a clear example 
of a lagging indicator being a determinant and driver of a leading indicator. The target 
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has been set at 15 points. An internal benchmark is employed against the values 
obtained from the corresponding last year’s quarter.  

Further improvement (KPI Manual): In order to accurately achieve this result, records 
must be consulted and data must be extracted and included in the manual as to be able 
to benchmark against. 

KPI 4: Increases weddings by at least 5% versus the previous year. 

__10p Increases w eddings by at least 5% versus the previous year. July
(versus same quarter last year) August

Every September
Quarter     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

“Weddings” is a product of the department, and a staple of the resort itself. Most 
events are sold through the Sales and Marketing department but it is considered that 
the F&B management can positively influence the target. The aim is 5% increase in 
comparison with the same quarter from previous year. The indicator weighs 10 points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): In order to accurately achieve this result, records 
must be consulted and data must be extracted and included in the manual as to be able 
to benchmark against. 

KPI 5: Increases cooking classes by at least 10% versus the previous year. 

__12p Increases cooking classes by at least 10% versus the previous year.July
(versus same quarter last year) August

Every September
Quarter     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

“Cooking Classes” is another product of the department. The target is set at 10% 
increase in revenue from this source benchmarked against the same quarter from the 
previous quarter. It takes communication skills and suggestive selling to address this 
metric from the whole department. It gets reported quarterly and weighs 12 points 
when fulfilled. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): In order to accurately achieve this result, records 
must be consulted and data must be extracted and included in the manual as to be able 
to benchmark against. 

 
 
4.2. Restaurant manager (level 4) 

4.2.1. Guest Satisfaction. One key performance indicator was chosen at this level to 
directly aide in accomplishing the objective. 

KPI 1: Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor with at least 30 points per 
consecutive quarters. 
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As stated, this is a department’s and resort’s common effort indicator and will be 
found throughout the ranks assigned to positions that can impact the rating (primarily 
front line staff and management team). Trip Advisor is used as a tool (found at 
www.tripadvisor.com) to probe guest satisfaction and find more necessary feedback. 
The target is to increase resort’s overall rating with 30 points on the Trip Advisor 
scale benchmarked on consecutive quarters. The reporting time frame is “Every 
quarter” and it is weighed at 20 points for completion. This metric has been assigned 
partial point award (as long as at least 50% of the total target gets fulfilled): “Trip 
Advisor 15 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points – Minimum allowed for the 
count. Trip Advisor 20 “Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 25 
“Excellent points” = 16 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 27 “Excellent points” = 18 
Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 30 “Excellent points” = 20 Check Sheet points – 
Maximum possible 

Any other score that falls in between from Trip Advisor just award the number of 
points that is closer, if in the middle go to the highest one (Example: Trip Advisor 17 
“Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points, Trip Advisor 18 “Excellent points” = 13 
Check Sheet points)” (KPI reference manual - Food and Beverage Manager& 
Assistant F & B Manager). 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A note must be incorporated in the 
management’s team KPI Manual as to constantly train and remind staff to use every 
chance possible to create rapport with the guest. The online factor has become 
extremely important. Previous quarterly ratings must be obtained as to benchmark 
against. 

 

4.2.2. Human Resource. Four key performance indicators were chosen as being 
representative for directly accomplishing the objective. As described in “point 3” from 
this chapter, these measures aide in fulfilling the goals attributed to “Guest 
satisfaction”. 

KPI 1: At least 45 hours of training per quarter (15h per month). The training can be 
formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance sheet: topic, time, 
employee name and signature) and is inclusive of language training. 

_*_15p At least 45 hours of training per quarter(15 h per month). The training  July
can be formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance August

Every sheet: topic, time, employee name and signature) and is  inclusiveSeptember
Quarter  of language training.     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This metric although similar to the one found at the F&B Manager’s level, is different 
as it refers to the employee having to attend the necessary training hours in order to 
fulfil it. It is reported quarterly and receives 15 points when completed. It also allows 
partial point award as follows (as long as at least 50% gets completed): 23-29h 
training=8p, 29-35h=12p, 35-40h=14p, 40-45h=15p. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A simple centralizing system for the “training” 
time for easy processing must be included; it can be comprised of a template-
spreadsheet, mentioning how and where to keep records. 
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KPI 2: Increase the English skills with 1 level per year based on IELTS or TEFL 
(measured by the English Teacher). 

__60p Increase the English language skills w ith 1 level a year, based on  July
IELTS or TEFL (measured by the English teacher) August

Yearly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This measure is designed to help develop the employee in this area triggering a set of 
chain reactions such as a boost in confidence resulting in a higher will in approaching 
and interacting with guests. The target is one point a year increase in their skill 
measured according to the standards of the mentioned certification bodies. 
Consequently the English Teacher owns the KPI relating to testing and meeting the 
necessary level of preparation. It is measured on a yearly time frame and receives 60 
points for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Mentioning the testing dates in the year.  

KPI 3: Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 

 

The “360 degree evaluation system” is an internal feedback tool that allows the 
employees to assess their peers and subordinates. The set value is obtaining a mark 
not lower than “Good” on the scale. The evaluation is held once a year therefore this 
metric is reported once a year also, weighing 40 points awarded for completion.  

Further improvement (KPI Manual): At the time, the 360 degree system was yet to be 
finalized. Once that happens, specific description on the process of marking including 
criteria and emphasizing the privacy must be included.  

KPI 4: Conduct daily briefs to staff and record the topic of discussion in the log book. 

 

This is an operational metric and aims at keeping staff knowledgeable and updated 
with the necessary details portraying to excelling at their job. The procedure is 
recorded in the meeting logbook and subjects of the discussion stated. It is reported 
“Weekly” and is weighed at 1 point.  

Further improvement (KPI Manual): An example spreadsheet or blueprint for the 
registration logbook must be attached, as to emphasize the focus on the important 
aspects that need be achieved (feedback from guests, F&B techniques, menu 
knowledge, etc). 
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4.2.3. Promotions or Revenue Creation. One key performance indicator was chosen at 
this level as being representative for accomplishing the objective. Following 
negotiations, their values and targets were agreed. 

KPI 1: Inform guests of daily and weekly events and achieve at least 50 sales per 
week (6-7 guests per day – or- romantic dinners and in villa bbq are worth 10 sales 
each) and keep weekly records as proof. 

__1p Inform guests of daily and w eekly events and achieve at least 50 July
sales per w eek (6-7 guests per day or romantic dinners and in villaAugust

Weekly bbq are w orth 10 sales each) and keep w eekly records as proof.September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

Beside the obvious role as revenue creator, this metric also contributes to “guest 
satisfaction” as it promotes a higher involvement of the employee with the guest. It 
has a weekly reporting time frame and is worth 1 point for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Templates describing best methods to approach 
guests and achieve the targets can be attached. Specifying where the records are kept 
as proof and provide a spreadsheed to use as standard. 

 

4.2.4. Costs. One key performance indicators was chosen as being representative for 
accomplishing the objective at this level.  

KPI 1: Control breakage and report it monthly. 

__4p Control breakage and report it monthly July
August

Monthly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational metric that helps monitor and reduce a key factor that 
contributes to high monetary costs in this department. It has a monthly reporting time 
frame and it receives 4 points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Data on monthly costs spent on replacing the 
damaged items can be procured and benchmarked against.  

 

4.3. Service Manager (level 4) 

4.3.1. Guest Satisfaction. Two key performance indicators were chosen at this level to 
aide in accomplishing the objective. 

KPI 1: Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor with at least 30 points per 
consecutive quarters. 
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As stated, this is a department’s and resort’s common effort indicator and will be 
found throughout the ranks assigned to positions that can impact the rating (primarily 
front line staff and management team). Trip Advisor is used as a tool (found at 
www.tripadvisor.com) to probe guest satisfaction and find more necessary feedback. 
The target is to increase resort’s overall rating with 30 points on the Trip Advisor 
scale benchmarked on consecutive quarters. The reporting time frame is “Every 
quarter” and it is weighed at 20 points for completion. This metric has been assigned 
partial point award (as long as at least 50% of the total target gets fulfilled): “Trip 
Advisor 15 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points – Minimum allowed for the 
count. Trip Advisor 20 “Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 25 
“Excellent points” = 16 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 27 “Excellent points” = 18 
Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 30 “Excellent points” = 20 Check Sheet points – 
Maximum possible 

Any other score that falls in between from Trip Advisor just award the number of 
points that is closer, if in the middle go to the highest one (Example: Trip Advisor 17 
“Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points, Trip Advisor 18 “Excellent points” = 13 
Check Sheet points)” (KPI reference manual - Food and Beverage Manager& 
Assistant F & B Manager). 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A note must be incorporated in the 
management’s team KPI Manual as to constantly train and remind staff to use every 
chance possible to create rapport with the guest. The online factor has become 
extremely important. Previous quarterly ratings must be obtained as to benchmark 
against. 

KPI 2: Achieve at least 60 guest survey questionnaire responses. 

__4p Achieve at least 60 guest survey questionnaire responses July
August

Monthly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This measure aims at making the measurement of guest satisfaction more accurate. In 
addition, the employee will be compelled to mingle more with the guests and spend 
time knowing and positively impacting this outmost important factor. It has a monthly 
reporting time frame and gets 4 points for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Methods on how to best approach guests and 
create rapport can be incorporated here. A spreadsheet can be included as to measure 
weekly or daily progress. 

 

4.3.2. Human Resource. Four key performance indicators were chosen as being 
representative for directly accomplishing the objective. As described in “point 3” from 
this chapter, these measures aide in fulfilling the goals attributed to “Guest 
satisfaction”. 
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KPI 1: At least 45 hours of training per quarter (15h per month). The training can be 
formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance sheet: topic, time, 
employee name and signature) and is inclusive of language training. 

_*_15p At least 45 hours of training per quarter(15 h per month). The training  July
can be formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance August

Every sheet: topic, time, employee name and signature) and is  inclusiveSeptember
Quarter  of language training.     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This metric although similar to the one found at the F&B Manager’s level, is different 
as it refers to the employee having to attend the necessary training hours in order to 
fulfil it. It is reported quarterly and receives 15 points when completed. It also allows 
partial point award as follows (as long as at least 50% gets completed): 23-29h 
training=8p, 29-35h=12p, 35-40h=14p, 40-45h=15p. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A simple centralizing system for the “training” 
time for easy processing must be included; it can be comprised of a template-
spreadsheet, mentioning how and where to keep records. 

KPI 2: Increase the English skills with 1 level per year based on IELTS or TEFL 
(measured by the English Teacher). 

__60p Increase the English language skills w ith 1 level a year, based on  July
IELTS or TEFL (measured by the English teacher) August

Yearly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This measure is designed to help develop the employee in this area triggering a set of 
chain reactions such as a boost in confidence resulting in a higher will in approaching 
and interacting with guests. The target is one point a year increase in their skill 
measured according to the standards of the mentioned certification bodies. 
Consequently the English Teacher owns the KPI relating to testing and meeting the 
necessary level of preparation. It is measured on a yearly time frame and receives 60 
points for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Mentioning the testing dates in the year.  

KPI 3: Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 

 

The “360 degree evaluation system” is an internal feedback tool that allows the 
employees to assess their peers and subordinates. The set value is obtaining a mark 
not lower than “Good” on the scale. The evaluation is held once a year therefore this 
metric is reported once a year also, weighing 40 points awarded for completion.  

Further improvement (KPI Manual): At the time, the 360 degree system was yet to be 
finalized. Once that happens, specific description on the process of marking including 
criteria and emphasizing the privacy must be included.  
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KPI 4: Conduct daily briefs to staff and record the topic of discussion in the log book. 

 

This is an operational metric and aims at keeping staff knowledgeable and updated 
with the necessary details portraying to excelling at their job. The procedure is 
recorded in the meeting logbook and subjects of the discussion stated. It is reported 
“Weekly” and is weighed at 1 point.  

Further improvement (KPI Manual): An example spreadsheet or blueprint for the 
registration logbook must be attached, as to emphasize the focus on the important 
aspects that need be achieved (feedback from guests, F&B techniques, menu 
knowledge, etc.). 

 

4.3.3. Costs. One key performance indicators was chosen as being representative for 
accomplishing the objective at this level.  

KPI 1: Control breakage and report it monthly. 

__4p Control breakage and report it monthly July
August

Monthly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational metric that helps monitor and reduce a key factor that 
contributes to high monetary costs in this department. It has a monthly reporting time 
frame and it receives 4 points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Data on monthly costs spent on replacing the 
damaged items can be procured and benchmarked against.  

 

4.4. Bar Supervisor (level 5) and Restaurant Supervisor (level 5) 

4.4.1. Guest Satisfaction. One key performance indicator was chosen at this level to 
aide in accomplishing the objective. 

KPI 1: Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor with at least 30 points per 
consecutive quarters. 

 

As stated, this is a department’s and resort’s common effort indicator and will be 
found throughout the ranks assigned to positions that can impact the rating (primarily 
front line staff and management team). Trip Advisor is used as a tool (found at 
www.tripadvisor.com) to probe guest satisfaction and find more necessary feedback. 
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The target is to increase resort’s overall rating with 30 points on the Trip Advisor 
scale benchmarked on consecutive quarters. The reporting time frame is “Every 
quarter” and it is weighed at 20 points for completion. This metric has been assigned 
partial point award (as long as at least 50% of the total target gets fulfilled): “Trip 
Advisor 15 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points – Minimum allowed for the 
count. Trip Advisor 20 “Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 25 
“Excellent points” = 16 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 27 “Excellent points” = 18 
Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 30 “Excellent points” = 20 Check Sheet points – 
Maximum possible 

Any other score that falls in between from Trip Advisor just award the number of 
points that is closer, if in the middle go to the highest one (Example: Trip Advisor 17 
“Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points, Trip Advisor 18 “Excellent points” = 13 
Check Sheet points)” (KPI reference manual - Food and Beverage Manager& 
Assistant F & B Manager). 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A note must be incorporated in the 
management’s team KPI Manual as to constantly train and remind staff to use every 
chance possible to create rapport with the guest. The online factor has become 
extremely important. Previous quarterly ratings must be obtained as to benchmark 
against. 

 

4.4.2. Human Resource. Two key performance indicators were chosen as being 
representative for directly accomplishing the objective. As described in “point 3” from 
this chapter, these measures aide in fulfilling the goals attributed to “Guest 
satisfaction”. 

KPI 1: At least 45 hours of training per quarter (15h per month). The training can be 
formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance sheet: topic, time, 
employee name and signature) and is inclusive of language training. 

_*_15p At least 45 hours of training per quarter(15 h per month). The training  July
can be formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance August

Every sheet: topic, time, employee name and signature) and is  inclusiveSeptember
Quarter  of language training.     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This metric although similar to the one found at the F&B Manager’s level, is different 
as it refers to the employee having to attend the necessary training hours in order to 
fulfil it. It is reported quarterly and receives 15 points when completed. It also allows 
partial point award as follows (as long as at least 50% gets completed): 23-29h 
training=8p, 29-35h=12p, 35-40h=14p, 40-45h=15p. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A simple centralizing system for the “training” 
time for easy processing must be included; it can be comprised of a template-
spreadsheet, mentioning how and where to keep records. 

KPI 2: Increase the English skills with 1 level per year based on IELTS or TEFL 
(measured by the English Teacher). 
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__60p Increase the English language skills w ith 1 level a year, based on  July
IELTS or TEFL (measured by the English teacher) August

Yearly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This measure is designed to help develop the employee in this area triggering a set of 
chain reactions such as a boost in confidence resulting in a higher will in approaching 
and interacting with guests. The target is one point a year increase in their skill 
measured according to the standards of the mentioned certification bodies. 
Consequently the English Teacher owns the KPI relating to testing and meeting the 
necessary level of preparation. It is measured on a yearly time frame and receives 60 
points for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Mentioning the testing dates in the year.  

 

4.4.3. Costs. Three key performance indicators were chosen as being representative 
for accomplishing the objective at this level.  

KPI 1: Control breakage and report it monthly. 

__4p Control breakage and report it monthly July
August

Monthly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational metric that helps monitor and reduce a key factor that 
contributes to high monetary costs in this department. It has a monthly reporting time 
frame and it receives 4 points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Data on monthly costs spent on replacing the 
damaged items can be procured and benchmarked against.  

KPI 2: Monitor and ensure that the cleaning schedule is respected daily.  

__1p Monitor and Ensure that the Cleaning schedule is respected daily July
August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational measure designed to save precious time thus money spent on 
overtime by making sure this aspect of daily business gets respected. It has a weekly 
reporting time frame and it is worth 1 point. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Including a copy of the updated cleaning 
schedule with a checklist of the tasks that need be completed every day. 

KPI 3: Monitor and ensure that opening and closing check list gets respected by 
individuals daily. 

__1p Monitor and ensure that Opening and closing check list gets July
respected by individuals daily August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  
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This is an operational measure designed to save resources by ensuring the employees 
respect the inherent duties. It has a weekly reporting time frame and it is weight with 1 
point. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A copy of the check list can be included 
specifying what to focus on. 

 

4.5. Beach Boy Supervisor (level 5) 

4.5.1. Guest Satisfaction. One key performance indicator was chosen at this level to 
aide in accomplishing the objective. 

KPI 1: Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor with at least 30 points per 
consecutive quarters. 

 

As stated, this is a department’s and resort’s common effort indicator and will be 
found throughout the ranks assigned to positions that can impact the rating (primarily 
front line staff and management team). Trip Advisor is used as a tool (found at 
www.tripadvisor.com) to probe guest satisfaction and find more necessary feedback. 
The target is to increase resort’s overall rating with 30 points on the Trip Advisor 
scale benchmarked on consecutive quarters. The reporting time frame is “Every 
quarter” and it is weighed at 20 points for completion. This metric has been assigned 
partial point award (as long as at least 50% of the total target gets fulfilled): “Trip 
Advisor 15 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points – Minimum allowed for the 
count. Trip Advisor 20 “Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 25 
“Excellent points” = 16 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 27 “Excellent points” = 18 
Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 30 “Excellent points” = 20 Check Sheet points – 
Maximum possible 

Any other score that falls in between from Trip Advisor just award the number of 
points that is closer, if in the middle go to the highest one (Example: Trip Advisor 17 
“Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points, Trip Advisor 18 “Excellent points” = 13 
Check Sheet points)” (KPI reference manual - Food and Beverage Manager& 
Assistant F & B Manager). 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A note must be incorporated in the 
management’s team KPI Manual as to constantly train and remind staff to use every 
chance possible to create rapport with the guest. The online factor has become 
extremely important. Previous quarterly ratings must be obtained as to benchmark 
against. 

 

4.5.2. Human Resource. Two key performance indicators were chosen as being 
representative for directly accomplishing the objective. As described in “point 3” from 
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this chapter, these measures aide in fulfilling the goals attributed to “Guest 
satisfaction”. 

KPI 1: At least 45 hours of training per quarter (15h per month). The training can be 
formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance sheet: topic, time, 
employee name and signature) and is inclusive of language training. 

_*_15p At least 45 hours of training per quarter(15 h per month). The training  July
can be formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance August

Every sheet: topic, time, employee name and signature) and is  inclusiveSeptember
Quarter  of language training.     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This metric although similar to the one found at the F&B Manager’s level, is different 
as it refers to the employee having to attend the necessary training hours in order to 
fulfil it. It is reported quarterly and receives 15 points when completed. It also allows 
partial point award as follows (as long as at least 50% gets completed): 23-29h 
training=8p, 29-35h=12p, 35-40h=14p, 40-45h=15p. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A simple centralizing system for the “training” 
time for easy processing must be included; it can be comprised of a template-
spreadsheet, mentioning how and where to keep records. 

KPI 2: Increase the English skills with 1 level per year based on IELTS or TEFL 
(measured by the English Teacher). 

__60p Increase the English language skills w ith 1 level a year, based on  July
IELTS or TEFL (measured by the English teacher) August

Yearly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This measure is designed to help develop the employee in this area triggering a set of 
chain reactions such as a boost in confidence resulting in a higher will in approaching 
and interacting with guests. The target is one point a year increase in their skill 
measured according to the standards of the mentioned certification bodies. 
Consequently the English Teacher owns the KPI relating to testing and meeting the 
necessary level of preparation. It is measured on a yearly time frame and receives 60 
points for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Mentioning the testing dates in the year.  

 

4.5.3. Costs. Three key performance indicators were chosen as being representative 
for accomplishing the objective at this level.  

KPI 1: Follow and implement daily cleaning schedules. 

__1p Follow  and implement daily cleaning schedule July
August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational measure designed to save time thus money spent on overtime by 
making sure this aspect of daily business gets respected. It has a weekly reporting time 
frame and it is worth 1 point. 
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Further improvement (KPI Manual): Including a copy of the updated cleaning 
schedule with a checklist of the tasks that need be completed every day.  

KPI 2: Ensure monthly request of equipment. 

__4p Ensure monthly request of equipment July
August

Monthly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational measure designed to save time ensuring smooth running of 
business. It has a monthly reporting time frame and it is weighing 4 points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Including a list of the equipment that needs to be 
requested on a frequent basis explaining the request procedure.  

KPI 3: Implement daily schedules and check grooming of Beach Boys. 

__1p Implement daily schedules and check grooming of Beach boys July
August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational measure designed to save resources by ensuring the employees 
respect the relevant inherent duties. It has a weekly reporting time frame and it is 
weight with 1 point. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): mentioning what daily schedules are there and 
including copies of them as well as the grooming check list.  

 

4.6. Barman (level 6) and Waiter (level 6) 

4.6.1. Guest Satisfaction. One key performance indicator was chosen at this level to 
aide in accomplishing the objective. 

KPI 1: Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor with at least 30 points per 
consecutive quarters. 

 

As stated, this is a department’s and resort’s common effort indicator and will be 
found throughout the ranks assigned to positions that can impact the rating (primarily 
front line staff and management team). Trip Advisor is used as a tool (found at 
www.tripadvisor.com) to probe guest satisfaction and find more necessary feedback. 
The target is to increase resort’s overall rating with 30 points on the Trip Advisor 
scale benchmarked on consecutive quarters. The reporting time frame is “Every 
quarter” and it is weighed at 20 points for completion. This metric has been assigned 
partial point award (as long as at least 50% of the total target gets fulfilled): “Trip 
Advisor 15 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points – Minimum allowed for the 
count. Trip Advisor 20 “Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 25 
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“Excellent points” = 16 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 27 “Excellent points” = 18 
Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 30 “Excellent points” = 20 Check Sheet points – 
Maximum possible 

Any other score that falls in between from Trip Advisor just award the number of 
points that is closer, if in the middle go to the highest one (Example: Trip Advisor 17 
“Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points, Trip Advisor 18 “Excellent points” = 13 
Check Sheet points)” (KPI reference manual - Food and Beverage Manager& 
Assistant F & B Manager). 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A note must be incorporated in the 
management’s team KPI Manual as to constantly train and remind staff to use every 
chance possible to create rapport with the guest. The online factor has become 
extremely important. Previous quarterly ratings must be obtained as to benchmark 
against. 

 

4.6.2. Human Resource. Two key performance indicators were chosen as being 
representative for directly accomplishing the objective. As described in “point 3” from 
this chapter, these measures aide in fulfilling the goals attributed to “Guest 
satisfaction”. 

KPI 1: At least 45 hours of training per quarter (15h per month). The training can be 
formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance sheet: topic, time, 
employee name and signature) and is inclusive of language training. 

_*_15p At least 45 hours of training per quarter(15 h per month). The training  July
can be formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance August

Every sheet: topic, time, employee name and signature) and is  inclusiveSeptember
Quarter  of language training.     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This metric although similar to the one found at the F&B Manager’s level, is different 
as it refers to the employee having to attend the necessary training hours in order to 
fulfil it. It is reported quarterly and receives 15 points when completed. It also allows 
partial point award as follows (as long as at least 50% gets completed): 23-29h 
training=8p, 29-35h=12p, 35-40h=14p, 40-45h=15p. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A simple centralizing system for the “training” 
time for easy processing must be included; it can be comprised of a template-
spreadsheet, mentioning how and where to keep records. 

KPI 2: Increase the English skills with 1 level per year based on IELTS or TEFL 
(measured by the English Teacher). 

__60p Increase the English language skills w ith 1 level a year, based on  July
IELTS or TEFL (measured by the English teacher) August

Yearly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This measure is designed to help develop the employee in this area triggering a set of 
chain reactions such as a boost in confidence resulting in a higher will in approaching 
and interacting with guests. The target is one point a year increase in their skill 
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measured according to the standards of the mentioned certification bodies. 
Consequently the English Teacher owns the KPI relating to testing and meeting the 
necessary level of preparation. It is measured on a yearly time frame and receives 60 
points for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Mentioning the testing dates in the year.  

 

4.6.3. Costs. Three key performance indicators were chosen as being representative 
for helping accomplish the objective here.  

KPI 1: Control breakage and report it monthly. 

__4p Control breakage and report it monthly July
August

Monthly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational metric that helps monitor and reduce a key factor that 
contributes to high monetary costs in this department. It has a monthly reporting time 
frame and it receives 4 points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Data on monthly costs spent on replacing the 
damaged items can be procured and benchmarked against.  

KPI 2: Observing the cleaning schedule and act upon it daily.  

__1p Observing the cleaning schedule and act up on it daily July
August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational measure designed to save precious time thus money spent on 
overtime by making sure this aspect of daily business gets respected. It has a weekly 
reporting time frame and it is worth 1 point. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Including a copy of the updated cleaning 
schedule with a checklist of the tasks that need be completed every day. 

KPI 3: Respect opening and closing check list items daily. 

__1p Respect opening and closing check list items daily July
August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational measure designed to save resources by ensuring the employees 
respect the inherent duties. It has a weekly reporting time frame and it is weight with 1 
point. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A copy of the check list can be included 
specifying what to focus on. 
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4.7. Beach Boy (level 6) 

4.7.1. Guest Satisfaction. Two key performance indicators were chosen at this level to 
aide in accomplishing the objective. 

KPI 1: Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor with at least 30 points per 
consecutive quarters. 

 

As stated, this is a department’s and resort’s common effort indicator and will be 
found throughout the ranks assigned to positions that can impact the rating (primarily 
front line staff and management team). Trip Advisor is used as a tool (found at 
www.tripadvisor.com) to probe guest satisfaction and find more necessary feedback. 
The target is to increase resort’s overall rating with 30 points on the Trip Advisor 
scale benchmarked on consecutive quarters. The reporting time frame is “Every 
quarter” and it is weighed at 20 points for completion. This metric has been assigned 
partial point award (as long as at least 50% of the total target gets fulfilled): “Trip 
Advisor 15 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points – Minimum allowed for the 
count. Trip Advisor 20 “Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 25 
“Excellent points” = 16 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 27 “Excellent points” = 18 
Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 30 “Excellent points” = 20 Check Sheet points – 
Maximum possible 

Any other score that falls in between from Trip Advisor just award the number of 
points that is closer, if in the middle go to the highest one (Example: Trip Advisor 17 
“Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points, Trip Advisor 18 “Excellent points” = 13 
Check Sheet points)” (KPI reference manual - Food and Beverage Manager& 
Assistant F & B Manager). 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A note must be incorporated in the 
management’s team KPI Manual as to constantly train and remind staff to use every 
chance possible to create rapport with the guest. The online factor has become 
extremely important. Previous quarterly ratings must be obtained as to benchmark 
against. 

KPI 2: Focus on the quality of service receiving 0 negative comments on the monthly 
guest questionnaire.  

__4p Focus on the quality of service receiving 0 negative comments on the July
monthly guest questionnaire August

Monthly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational measure relevant to this particular job title. It has a monthly 
reporting time frame and it weighs 4 points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Including methods how to address this issue 
such as rapport building and sales techniques to train the employees at this level 
address the guests in the required manner. 
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4.7.2. Human Resource. Two key performance indicators were chosen as being 
representative for directly accomplishing the objective. As described in “point 3” from 
this chapter, these measures aide in fulfilling the goals attributed to “Guest 
satisfaction”. 

KPI 1: At least 45 hours of training per quarter (15h per month). The training can be 
formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance sheet: topic, time, 
employee name and signature) and is inclusive of language training. 

_*_15p At least 45 hours of training per quarter(15 h per month). The training  July
can be formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance August

Every sheet: topic, time, employee name and signature) and is  inclusiveSeptember
Quarter  of language training.     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This metric although similar to the one found at the F&B Manager’s level, is different 
as it refers to the employee having to attend the necessary training hours in order to 
fulfil it. It is reported quarterly and receives 15 points when completed. It also allows 
partial point award as follows (as long as at least 50% gets completed): 23-29h 
training=8p, 29-35h=12p, 35-40h=14p, 40-45h=15p. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A simple centralizing system for the “training” 
time for easy processing must be included; it can be comprised of a template-
spreadsheet, mentioning how and where to keep records. 

KPI 2: Increase the English skills with 1 level per year based on IELTS or TEFL 
(measured by the English Teacher). 

__60p Increase the English language skills w ith 1 level a year, based on  July
IELTS or TEFL (measured by the English teacher) August

Yearly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This measure is designed to help develop the employee in this area triggering a set of 
chain reactions such as a boost in confidence resulting in a higher will in approaching 
and interacting with guests. The target is one point a year increase in their skill 
measured according to the standards of the mentioned certification bodies. 
Consequently the English Teacher owns the KPI relating to testing and meeting the 
necessary level of preparation. It is measured on a yearly time frame and receives 60 
points for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Mentioning the testing dates in the year.  

 

4.7.3. Costs. Two key performance indicators were chosen as being representative for 
helping accomplish the objective here.  

KPI 1: Clean and stock the Sanctuary Pool 3 times per day. 

__1p Clean and stock Sanctuary Pool 3 times per day July
August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  
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This is an operational measure that will result in saving resources and smoothen the 
flow of daily business. It has a weekly reporting time frame and it is weighing 3 
points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Including a daily checklist specifying the daily 
time frame the procedure needs accomplished and what items would need replenished. 

KPI 2: Check inventory on a monthly basis to ensure enough stock for operations. 

__2p Check inventory on monthly basis, ensure enough stock for July
operations August

Every 2 September
w eeks     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational measure relevant to this group of employees that will result in 
saving resources and smoothen the flow of daily business. It has a biweekly reporting 
time frame and it is weighing 2 points. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Including a checklist of the items with areas that 
need to be kept adequately replenished to ensure good flow of business.  

 

4.8. Food and Beverage Outlet Cashier (level 6) 

4.8.1. Guest Satisfaction. Two key performance indicators were chosen at this level to 
aide in accomplishing the objective. 

KPI 1: Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor with at least 30 points per 
consecutive quarters. 

 

As stated, this is a department’s and resort’s common effort indicator and will be 
found throughout the ranks assigned to positions that can impact the rating (primarily 
front line staff and management team). Trip Advisor is used as a tool (found at 
www.tripadvisor.com) to probe guest satisfaction and find more necessary feedback. 
The target is to increase resort’s overall rating with 30 points on the Trip Advisor 
scale benchmarked on consecutive quarters. The reporting time frame is “Every 
quarter” and it is weighed at 20 points for completion. This metric has been assigned 
partial point award (as long as at least 50% of the total target gets fulfilled): “Trip 
Advisor 15 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points – Minimum allowed for the 
count. Trip Advisor 20 “Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 25 
“Excellent points” = 16 Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 27 “Excellent points” = 18 
Check Sheet points. Trip Advisor 30 “Excellent points” = 20 Check Sheet points – 
Maximum possible 

Any other score that falls in between from Trip Advisor just award the number of 
points that is closer, if in the middle go to the highest one (Example: Trip Advisor 17 
“Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points, Trip Advisor 18 “Excellent points” = 13 
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Check Sheet points)” (KPI reference manual - Food and Beverage Manager& 
Assistant F & B Manager). 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A note must be incorporated in the 
management’s team KPI Manual as to constantly train and remind staff to use every 
chance possible to create rapport with the guest. The online factor has become 
extremely important. Previous quarterly ratings must be obtained as to benchmark 
against. 

KPI 2: Achieve at least 60 survey questionnaires a month. 

__4p Achieve at least 60 guest survey questionnaire responses a monthJuly
August

Monthly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This measure aims at making the measurement of guest satisfaction more accurate. 
This employee is in a favourable position to obtain such valuable information and 
feedback, positively impacting this outmost important factor. It has a monthly 
reporting time frame and gets 4 points for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Methods on how to best approach guests and 
create rapport can be incorporated here. A spreadsheet can be included as to measure 
weekly or daily progress. 

 

4.6.2. Human Resource. Two key performance indicators were chosen as being 
representative for directly accomplishing the objective. As described in “point 3” from 
this chapter, these measures aide in fulfilling the goals attributed to “Guest 
satisfaction”. 

KPI 1: At least 45 hours of training per quarter (15h per month). The training can be 
formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance sheet: topic, time, 
employee name and signature) and is inclusive of language training. 

_*_15p At least 45 hours of training per quarter(15 h per month). The training  July
can be formal or informal but must be recorded (training attendance August

Every sheet: topic, time, employee name and signature) and is  inclusiveSeptember
Quarter  of language training.     Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This metric although similar to the one found at the F&B Manager’s level, is different 
as it refers to the employee having to attend the necessary training hours in order to 
fulfil it. It is reported quarterly and receives 15 points when completed. It also allows 
partial point award as follows (as long as at least 50% gets completed): 23-29h 
training=8p, 29-35h=12p, 35-40h=14p, 40-45h=15p. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A simple centralizing system for the “training” 
time for easy processing must be included; it can be comprised of a template-
spreadsheet, mentioning how and where to keep records. 

KPI 2: Increase the English skills with 1 level per year based on IELTS or TEFL 
(measured by the English Teacher). 
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__60p Increase the English language skills w ith 1 level a year, based on  July
IELTS or TEFL (measured by the English teacher) August

Yearly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This measure is designed to help develop the employee in this area triggering a set of 
chain reactions such as a boost in confidence resulting in a higher will in approaching 
and interacting with guests. The target is one point a year increase in their skill 
measured according to the standards of the mentioned certification bodies. 
Consequently the English Teacher owns the KPI relating to testing and meeting the 
necessary level of preparation. It is measured on a yearly time frame and receives 60 
points for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Mentioning the testing dates in the year.  

 

4.6.3. Costs. Three key performance indicators were chosen as being representative 
for helping accomplish the objective here.  

KPI 1: Ensure that the information has been updated for all guest benefits (discounts, 
privileges or complimentary). 

__1p Ensure that the information has been update for all guests benefits    July
(Discount , privileges  ,or complimentary) . August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational metric that targets saving resources by paying attention and 
double checking the information introduced in the system thus saving money spent on 
redressing errors and mishaps. It has a weekly reporting time frame and it receives 1 
point for completion. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Data on weekly or monthly costs due to errors of 
such nature can be obtained and used to benchmark against. 

KPI 2: Ensure that all credit cards charged to the room are signed by the guests and 
the validity of the card is checked. 

__1p Ensure that all credit card and charge to the Room are sign  July
by the guest and the validity of the card is checked. August

Weekly September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational measure designed to save resources by paying attention and 
double checking the information introduced in the system thus saving money spent on 
redressing errors and mishaps. It has a weekly reporting time frame and it is worth 1 
point. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): Obtain recorded data related to such errors and 
benchmark against on a weekly, monthly or quarterly basis. 

KPI 3: The recording and control of all dockets through accurate recording in the 
docket control book. Sign out dockets and the information from shift to shift must be 
reported. 
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__1p "The recording and control of all dockets through accurate recordingJuly
in the docket control Book ,Sign out dockets and the information fromAugust

Weekly shift to shif t must be reported"  . September
    Indicator Quarterly Score:  

This is an operational measure designed to save resources by paying attention and 
double checking the information introduced in the system thus saving money spent on 
redressing errors and mishaps. It has a weekly reporting time frame and it is weight 
with 1 point. 

Further improvement (KPI Manual): A template of the “control book” can be 
included for training purposes with a checklist that needs be signed from shift to shift 
as to increase the control on the process. 

 

Overall system improvement: Enabling comments is a must. An open dialogue culture 
needs to be encouraged, as this system’s intended purpose is beyond that of 
measurement and control. It extends to serve as a catalyst and motivational tool for the 
whole organization. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 Conclusions 

 

The KPI construction process is at the heart of any performance management system, 
being laborious and resource consuming, requiring people skills, analytical and 
creative thinking. To galvanize in success, the active participation of the whole 
management team is a must. The role of the performance management system has to 
be understood beyond its measurement and control attributes. It is an enabler of a 
higher purpose that serves the organization and its people in achieving cohesion, 
continuous growth and resounding accomplishments. 

From the results, it can be concluded that: 

 - The corporate strategy and strategic intent have been transmitted throughout 
the whole department’s structure. The created key performance indicators comprised 
within the performance management system are adapted to suit each position’s 
attributes, all contributing in its own way to achieving the goals of the organization 
and inherent critical success factors.  

- There is balance between financial and non-financial indicators chosen to 
represent the department’s performance. The overall focus is well divided between the 
four areas: Financial, Customer, Learning and Growth, and Internal Business 
Processes. 

- The attention on determinants of future success –leading indicators- has been 
emphasized being woven into a matrix that would gather information and deliver 
progress. The human factor is especially an essential and sensitive element for this 
type of business. Gathering feedback from the customers, designing and redesigning 
the products and adequately preparing the employees in order to proficiently deliver 
these, embodies an on-going cyclical process. The intricacies of which, are reflected 
in the modalities chosen to inter-correlate and interconnect the measures.  

-  The financial indicators have a multi-faceted focus, also eliciting analytical 
thinking and creativity. The management team is not only trained to follow and 
implement orders from the top, but is also constantly encouraged to think and rethink 
modalities to reduce costs and increase revenue. This attitude of empowerment is 
desired to be passed throughout the structure, as the employee that “owns” the work is 
proven to be more effective and feels to belong therefore reducing the high turnovers 
associated with this type of business as well. 

- The performance management system has been thought with functionality 
and ease of use in mind, from comprehensive measures to a modular straightforward 
infrastructure. As the need to include the whole organization, it had to be user friendly 
to a broad range of employees, that might not have the time nor the inclination to take 
in a complicated system. Also the design had to be able to withstand easy and fast 
modifications as desired by the ever-changing climate requirements.  
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Giving the short time available for developing this project, it has satisfactorily 
encompassed the key success factors both in design and being able to address the 
requirements of this organization. It has been well received by the Group General 
Manager and the Board of Directors. 

 

Implications 

The present performance management system has been developed for and with the 
collaboration of the management team of a high-end hotel group. Therefore it has 
resulted in a tailor made system designed to suit the specific needs and requirements 
of this organization. However though there are a considerable number of elements that 
are applicable to other organizations within the hospitality industry and with some 
adjustments, to other industries as well. 

The applicability of this performance management system to other similar high 
end hospitality organizations is rather high. Other organizations can employ: 

 -The same method of channelling the corporate goals and the critical success 
factors through balanced financial/non-financial measure design focusing on the main 
areas: Financial, Customer, Learning and Growth, and Internal Business Processes.  

-The resulted indicators here are of course suited for this particular case, but 
they can be modified and used as examples for other organizations to create their own.  

-The process of KPI construction using the action research methodology, semi-
structured interviews. 

-The way to exhibit the leading indicators, determinants of future success.  

-The functional, modular infrastructure and KPI weighing system. 

 Other organizations found in the same industry but on the different categories 
or class, can use all of the above as a model as well, most likely simplifying the 
number of indicators and integrating a few departments to suit the size and 
requirements they possess. 

 In regards to other industries, the performance management system created 
here can be applicable as well, of course to a lesser extent: 

 -The focus on creating balanced financial/non-financial measures having the 
corporate goals, the industry and organization specific critical success factors at heart. 

 - The process of KPI construction using the action research methodology, 
semi-structured interviews as it results in a product that is best “owned” by everyone. 

-The principle of adapting the measures to suit the different levels of corporate 
structure and understanding. 

-The modular framework or infrastructure.  
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-The weighing system can be used as example. 

 

Limitations of the study 

The created performance management system is comprised of equally developed 
elements for all departments, interconnected to generate synergy, cohesion, thought to 
serve as driver for change and growth. Due to time constraints, the present paper 
offers for analysis only a snapshot into the constructed performance management 
system. The service side of the Food and Beverage department, part of one of the 
hotels, has been chosen to depict the KPI design process here, as it is representative 
for this organization and the hospitality industry at large. 

The process of KPI construction and performance management system design 
stretched on a time period of four months, considered as high season. The 
participating management team was highly engaged with daily business therefore the 
access to invaluable information and direct expertise was sometimes hindered. Further 
indicator fine tuning, data input necessary for internal benchmarking, enabling of 
comments are just a few areas where the system would require attention. 

The study presents the creation of key performance indicators for a particular 
organization therefore it is addressing the specific needs inherent here, being subjected 
to factors from this certain cultural background. 
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       Appendices 
 
 

A. Personal Action Plan – KPI Project – submitted to GGM 7th of July 2013 
 
 
Sorin Gligore - Management Training Program  
4 months: July 5th to Nov. 5th  

Koh Samui: Melati Resort and Spa / Chaweng Regent Beach Resort 
 
Main Objective: 
 Devise and implement an efficient individual KPI monitoring system for all 
departments. 
 
 Plan: 
 -Start with the department heads and executive management (level 4, 5 and 6) 
 -Develop a point system with scores that reflect individual department’s 
performance broken down on a weekly, monthly, quarterly and annually time frame. 
 -Relay and translate to the newly created “Performance Bonus System”. 
 -Research, test and propose an efficient (both time, money, and simple to use) 
interface to track and measure the KPIs. 
 
 -Discuss KPI relevance to the department with each executive from both 
properties to ensure they understand the measurement and agree. 
 -Expose the newly created “Performance Bonus System”. 
 
 -Instruct and teach the department heads to create and implement personal 
KPI’s for every employee down the chain of command. 
 -Monitor and aide KPI creation at every level. 
 
Project time frame: Main objective key date 15th of Aug - BOD meeting, details 
finalized and ready for approval. 6 weeks: 5th of July-15th of Aug: 

 1st week (5th-12th July): Melati. Orientation, establish contact with department 
heads and executives, observe, get accustomed with the property, read monthly 
reports, create a personal action plan, research, test and propose a viable KPI 
monitoring system. 

 2nd week (12th -19th of July): Melati. Study performance score system based on 
points, work on most viable KPI monitoring system solution, extend KPI 
performance card to all departments, visit Chaweng Regent. 

 3rd week (19th -26th of July). Melati & Chaweng Regent. Request meetings and 
hold talks to all departments heads, explaining and agreeing on KPI’s, observe, 
request and further gather information to serve as fine tuning the KPI’s and 
overall performance and guest satisfaction. 

 4th week (26th of July- 2nd of Aug.). Melati and Chaweng Regent. Continue 
with the protocol.  

 5th week (2nd - 9th of Aug.). Melati and Chaweng Regent.  Finalize KPI and 
performance related bonus scheme. 
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 6th week (9th – 14th Aug.). Melati and Chaweng Regent. Continue with the 
improvement protocol. 

 14th of Aug – Onwards. Melati and Chaweng Regent, aide creating relevant 
similar projects in every department for every employee, feedback, fine tuning. 

 
 

B. Bonus basis and Initial KPIs by GGM, for most department heads 

 

KPI Draft, applicable to both hotels 

Objectives: 

The KPI program and up selling program should serve as a catalyst and motivational 
tool for all employees and managers of both resorts. 

The weight given and amount attached to each KPI is up for further discussion and 
discretion of the BOD. I highly recommend that the BOD look at the KPIS in 
conjunction with the annual bonus payment. 

At present staff and managers receive a full month salary as a bonus paid with the 
regular salary beginning of February. 

I have already created a budget neutral bonus program, on paper that may look great. 
However tradition at CRBR and Melati has been to pay this bonus. 

What happens if we don’t pay this bonus? How would the staff react? 

Therefore I recommend the following 3 tiered approach for our comprehensive 
bonus/up selling program. 

 

Annual bonus: 

Bonus criteria: 

 The company must have achieved GOP and profit as per budget expectations. 
 If the company does not , bonus payment is up to the discretion of the board. 
 Employees receiving this bonus must have worked and completed a 

uninterrupted 12 month of employment with the company. 
 Employees in order to become eligible must also satisfy the following 4 

personal KPI’s. 
 

1. Received no written warnings during the entire year 
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2. Have not incurred more than 30 sick or personal days and submitted a Doctors 

certificate every time they were ill. 
3. Has not been recorded more than 12 times late to work per annum or one time 

per month in excess of 15 minutes. 
4. Passed the evaluations with a minimum score of satisfactory or average 

If all criteria’s are met and the personal KPI”s also the employee should receive 
an annual bonus equivalent to one full month salary. 

 

Part 2: Up selling incentives 

Front Desk: 

All of the incentives are individual incentives 

Room up selling: 

 Minimum Target: TB 150,000 exclusive of service charge and VAT per month 
this is a team effort. If after passing the team goal a  Front Office staff exceeds 
this amount 5% of revenue above the minimum target exclusive VAT and 
Service charge 

 The highest up seller among all the front desk staff receive an extra bonus of 
onetime TB 1000 as long as that person has exceeded the minimum target. 

Tours: 

 Minimum Target:  30 tours per month this is a team effort, if after passing the 
team goal a  front office staff exceed this, they receive TB 50 per voucher as of 
the 1t voucher. 

Privilege Cards: 

 Minimum Target:  TB 100,000 revenue , exclusive of service charge and VAT 
per month again this a team effort regardless of card type. Once the front 
office exceeds this amount each team member will receive will receive 2% of 
revenue minus Vat and service charge counting from the 1st privilege card 
sold. 

 The highest selling staff will receive an additional incentive of TB 1000 as 
long that person has exceeded the minimum target. 

In Villa BBQ and Romantic Dinner 

 Minimum Target TB 50,000  per month exclusive of service charge  and VAT 
this is a team effort. Once the front office staff has exceeded the minimum 
target each staff that sold will receive 5% of revenue based on average F & B 
GOP of 43% exclusive of Vat and service charge. 
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 The highest seller will receive an additional incentive of TB 1000 as long as 
that person has exceeded the minimum target. 

Cooking class: 

 The staff member that sells cooking class will receive TB 50 per cooking class 
sold 

Spa treatments: 

 The staff will receive TB 50 bonus per spa treatment sold exclusive of beach 
and pool side massage. 

 

Spa: 

Beach and pool side massage: 

 Minimum target 30 pool or beach side massage per month per therapist. If a 
therapist exceeds the minimum target we will pay TB 100 per hour of pool and 
beachside massage. This incentive is only valid for our full time staff. Casual 
staff have a different arrangement. 
 

Revenue targets: 
 If the revenue budget is exceeded we will pay 5% of the revenue difference 

above the minimum target based on the average Spa GOP of 61.5% . This 
payment does not include service charge and VAT. This incentive is shared 
among all Spa staff exclusive of the Manager. The payment will be made 
quarterly. 

 If the GOP exceeds the 61.5% we will pay 5% of the difference but not 
inclusive of service charge and VAT. This incentive will be shared among all 
Staff exclusive of the Manager. The payment will be made quarterly. 

 

Food and Beverage: 

 Wine sales: Minimum target 100 bottles per month of every food service staff, 
if a staff sells above the minimum target receives 10 TB per additional bottle 
sold 

 If a food service staff sells above 200 bottles per month they will receive TB 
20 per additional bottle over 200. 

 Romantic dinner and in room BBQ: Minimum target TB 75,000 per month, if 
a server sells above that amount they will receive 5% of amount over based on 
F & B GOP of 43%. 

 Cooking class: Minimum target 1 per food server and month. Each additional 
cooking class sold the server receives TB 50 per cooking class. 
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 Theme night: Minimum capture ratio per event 65% of inhouse guests. F & B 
department will receive 5% of revenue based of F & B GOP of 43%. Revenue 
is exclusive of service charge and VAT. 

 Privilege card: The food server that sells a privilege card will receive: Silver 
TB 100, Gold TB 400 and Platinum TB 800 per card 

 Spa treatment: If a F & B employee sells a Spa treatment the person will 
receive TB 50 per treatment sold. Exclusive of pool and beach side massage. 
The server who sold the treatment must make the reservation at the Spa in 
order to receive the bonus. 

 The Food service employee (inclusive of beach boys) with the highest lunch 
and dinner revenue per month will receive an additional bonus of TB 500 per 
month. 

 The staff with the highest beverage revenue will receive a additional bonus of 
TB 500 per month. 

 

For anyone who can sell and does not fall under a specific department as above 
described: 

Privilege card: 

 Silver card  TB 100 per card 
 Gold card   TB 400 per card 
 Platinum card  TB 800 per card 

In Villa BBQ or Romantic Dinner or theme night 

 TB 50 per booking ( not per person) 
Spa treatment: 

 TB 50 per treatment exclusive of beach or pool side massage and the employee 
must make the reservation at the Spa. 

Tour: 

 TB 50 per voucher, must inform front desk with the name of the customer, in 
that case the front office cannot claim this booking as their own. 

 

Part 3 Added bonus potential based on individual and or department KPI’S 

The weight and amounts assigned to this part must be discussed by the BOD. 

Hotel Manager and EAM: 

KPI 1:   Facility Management and quality of facility 
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Measure: 

 Weekly property walk through and daily room inspection completed 
 Weekly follow up on both and ensuring completion of task in appropriate 

timeframe ( not more than one calendar month ) 
 Send updated walk through and room inspection list with photos before and 

after to BOD and GGM weekly. 
KPI 2:   Cost Savings 

Measures: 

 Regular ( at least 2 times per month) monitoring of department heads usage of 
line item expense control system 

 Creation of at least 6 cost saving measures and effective implementation per 
annum with measurement of how much was actually saved 

 No line item over budget, exceptions of items beyond individual control such 
as; sudden price increase of items such as laundry for example or 
augmentation of guest services as approved by GGM and BOD or in relation 
to business levels. 

 Total % of cost savings per annum or quarter on all expenses of the property in 
relation to business levels.   

KPI 3:   Reporting timelines 

Measure: 

 Ensures that HM or EAM month end report is produced on time and 
the overall properties monthly report is ready for BOD and GGM no 
later than 12th of following month. 

 Produces any other reports in a timely fashion as requested by BOD or 
GGM 

KPI 4:   Guest satisfaction 

Measure: 

 Ensuring that overall guest satisfaction as per guest questionnaire reaches at 
least 85% exceed, 10% meet and not more than 5% not meet expectations. 

 Trip Advisor ranking is improved at least one rank every quarter 
 Holiday check ranking is at least 88% satisfaction 
 Returning guests are especially recognized and depart at least 95% happy as 

per in house guest questionnaire 
KPI 5:   Revenue generation & Financial 

Measure: 
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 Develop and implement at least 6 different types of promotions or ways to 
generate more revenue. Must keep track of these measures and quantify net 
gain meaning revenue generated minus direct costs of promotion incurred= net 
gain of promotion 

 Property must achieve budgeted revenue preferably above budgeted revenue 
 Budgeted GOP % should be over achieved by at least 1% or more 

 

Financial Controller or Director of Finance & Chief Accountant 

KPI 1:   Reporting 

Measure: 

 Timeliness and accuracy of all financial reports, daily, weekly and monthly, 
inclusive of budgets and P & L statements and rations or additional reports 
requested by the BOD or GGM 

 Ensures that proper documentation exists and is maintained without creating 
too much paperwork. 

 Assures accuracy of paper trail for audit purposes 
KPI 2:   Managing of funds 

Measure: 

 Is able to accurately manage the cash flow and keep the aging accounts within 
reasonable limits ( specific requirement to be discussed and decided by BOD) 
and ensures prompt payments of liabilities taking advantage of discounts ( if 
they make financial sense). 

KPI 3:   Controlling and Managing Inventories 

 Ensures that all internal control procedures are in place and effective.  
 Ensures that we do not have excessive inventory levels but sufficient 

inventories to ensure operational needs are met. 
 Reduction of spoillage of consumable goods 

KPI 4:   Service provider 

Measure: 

 Provides fast and accurate service to all operational departments with a 
minimum of bureaucracy, good operational support 

 Ensures fast purchasing action taking advantages of best possible price 
ensuring quality standard as set by operational department. 

 Received a minimum of good on the peer and subordinate 360 degree 
evaluation 
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KPI 5:   Monitoring of costs and assets 

Measure 

 Monitors and records all assets accurately and provides and annual updated 
asset report 

 Alerts departments if they are about to overspend or go above their budgeted 
expenses on all line items 

 Monitor spoilage of all assets in a pro active manner and provide a monthly 
spoilage report 

 Deals with Insurance claims effectively to ensure swift refund of claims 
 

Food and Beverage Manager& Assistant F & B Manager 

KPI 1:   Guest satisfaction 

Measure 

 Ensures strategies to bring departments overall satisfaction to 85% exceed, 
10% meet and maximum 5% did not meet expectations as per guest 
questionnaire. 

 Ensures that we gain at least one rank per month on the red snapper trip 
advisor 

 Ensure daily pre and post shift meetings to increase awareness of staff and 
specials and check set up, thus ensuring guest satisfaction. 

 Conduct weekly department meetings with all staff with copy of meeting 
minutes 

KPI 2:   Human resource 

Measure 

 At least 30 hours of training per month. The training can be formal or informal 
but must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 

 Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 

 At least 2 internal promotions from within ( only if higher positions become 
available, and can be promotions to other departments or properties as well). 

KPI 3:   Financial 

Measure: 

 Exceed last year F & B budget by at least 5% 
 Is never over budget on line items expenses ( in relation to business levels and 

within control of self) 
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 Increased average check by at least 3% versus last year 
 Exceeds GOP by at least 1.5% versus budget and preferably over last year as 

well 
KPI 4:   Costs 

Measure: 

 Develops at least 6 cost reducing ideas and implements them and tracks the 
savings to the company, quantifies savings in TB . 

KPI 5:   Promotions or revenue creation 

Measure: 

 Increases attendance at every major event compared to last year by at least 
2.5% 

 Creates at least 6 promotions per outlet and tracks the success of the 
promotions carefully 

 Increases romantic dinner by the beach by at least 10% versus the year before 
 Increases weddings by at least 10% versus the previous year 
 Increases cooking classes by at least 10% versus the previous year 

 
Executive Chef/ Chef de Cuisine Red Snapper Chef 

KPI 1:   Guest satisfaction & quality 

Measure: 

 Maintains an 85 % exceed a 10% meet and maximum, 5% did not meet guest 
satisfaction as per guest questionnaire. 

 Increases trip advisor ranking of restaurant by at least one rank a month 
 All menus have standard recipes and costs are updated at least one time per 

month 
 All staff are fully trained on recipe standards 
 Conduct daily pre and post shift meetings with kitchen team and joins service 

meetings 
 Conduct weekly kitchen team meetings with minutes 

KPI 2:   Hygiene 

Measure: 

 All staff are fully trained on HACCP and it is documented and all 
operations is in adherence to HACCP standards 

 Daily, weekly and monthly cleaning schedules are posted and respected  
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 Storage rooms refrigerated and non are cleaned and well maintained 
 All dishes and equipment is well maintained and cared for 

KPI 3:   Costs 

Measure: 

 Respecting the line item expenditures in relation to business levels 
 Savings on food cost without compromising food quality 
 Resources savings in the kitchen ( electricity, gas and water) 
 Increasing GOP margin in the kitchen by at least 1% 
 Implementing at least 6 cost savings measures per annum and tracking their 

positive impact on GOP and cost 
KPI 4:   Revenue creation 

Measure: 

 Regular menu updates at least once per annum preferably more based on best 
selling items sold list 

 Creation of at least 4 seasonal food promotions  
 Generation and implementation of at least 6 revenue generating ideas with 

measures of revenue generated 
 Increase average food spending per customer by at least 5% per annum versus 

previous year 
KPI 5:    Human Resource 

Measure:    

 At least 30 hours of training per month. The training can be formal or informal 
but must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 

 Obtain a minimum of good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 

 At least 2 internal promotions from within ( only if higher positions become 
available, and can be promotions to other departments or properties as well). 
 

Spa  Manager 

KPI 1:    Human Resource 

Measure: 

 At least 30 hours of training per month. The training can be formal or informal 
but must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 

 Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 
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 At least 2 internal promotions from within ( only if higher positions become 
available, and can be promotions to other departments or properties as well). 

KPI 2:   Revenue creation 

Measure: 

 Regular update at least once per year of Spa menu, including the latest 
trends in Spa treatments 

 Generation of at least 6 promotional ideas, ( in addition to monthly 
promotions) and effective implementation of promotions 

 Conduct at least 4 outside sales calls per month, gaining a total of 6 new 
outside customers per annum 

KPI 3:   Guest satisfaction& quality standard 

Measure: 

 Maintains an 85 % exceed a 10% meet and maximum, 5% did not meet guest 
satisfaction as per guest questionnaire 

 Maintains physical facilities in pristine condition without negative customer 
comments 

 Ensures that we enroll and gain at least one award per annum  
 Conducts daily pre and post shift meetings with staff 
 Conducts weekly meeting with minutes 

KPI 4:   Financial 

Measure: 

 Exceeds annual budget by at least 2 % versus previous year 
 Increases GOP by at least 1% versus budget 
 Increases average check in the Spa by at least 2% versus budget 
 Reduces costs by at least 2 % versus budget without compromising quality 

KPI 5:   Human resources 

Measure: 

 At least 30 hours of training per month. The training can be formal or informal 
but must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 

 Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 

 At least 2 internal promotions from within ( only if higher positions become 
available, and can be promotions to other departments or properties as well). 

 Ensures that all staff obtain appropriate certification within 12 month of 
employment 
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Front Office and Assistant Front Office Manager: 

KPI 1:   Human resources 

Measure: 

 At least 30 hours of training per month. The training can be formal or informal 
but must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 

 Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 

 At least 2 internal promotions from within ( only if higher positions become 
available, and can be promotions to other departments or properties as well). 

KPI 2:   Guest satisfaction and perception 

Measure: 

 Maintains an 85 % exceed a 10% meet and maximum, 5% did not meet guest 
satisfaction as per guest questionnaire 

 Ensures a periodic review at least 2 x times per annum of all processes 
associated with the reservations, bell and driver, front desk departments to 
ensure smooth delivery of services 

 Develops and implements a strategy to increase the guest history database with 
accurate recording of guest contact details, especially e mails and preferences 
by individual customers 

 Ensures dramatic reduction in reservations errors resulting in overbooking or 
downgrading. Tries to reduce this by at least 5% annually versus previous 
years without loss of business. 

 Develop and implement at least 3 ideas per annum how to increase the guests 
impression upon arrival/during check in and departure and in associated areas 
like the library and DVD and free access computers. 

 Ensures that at least 70% of all guests receive a courtesy call after check in 
 Conducts daily shift briefs and weekly department meetings 

KPI 3:   Up selling and revenue generation 

Measure: 

 Actively encourages and monitors staff ability to up sell, privilege cards, in 
room BBQ, theme events, Spa treatments, tours and excursions, romantic 
dinners and up sell rooms to a higher category 

 Increases shuttle bus and airport transfer ( internal) by at least 10% versus 
previous years 
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 Increases sales in the Go Zamui shop by at least 5% versus previous years 
KPI 4:   Financial 

Measure: 

 Line item expenditure are lower than budget or at least not higher ( in 
proportion to business levels) 

 Revenue is above budget and above last year 
 Rebates due to downgrade or outplacement are lower than last year 
 Budgeted GOP % is exceeded by at least 1% 

KPI 5:    Internal organization and facilities 

Measure: 

 Organization of the front desk and lobby area daily to ensure a good 
impression of our guests 

 Grooming of all staff 
 Upkeep of all vehicles under front office control 
 Upkeep of all buggies under front office control 
 Appearance and organization of back office 
 Upkeep of the guest compendium and other printed information to customers 

 

Chief Engineer and Asst. Chief Engineer 

KPI 1:   Usage of natural resources 

Measures: 

 Reduction of electric consumption of at least 25% per annum in unit of 
consumption 

 Implementation and maintenance of an effective garbage separation and 
recycling program 1st year goal 50% of all materials is recycled and virtually 
all garbage separated. 

 Development of an effective water recycling program and re using grey water 
in as much as possible areas 

 Development and implementation of at least 2 self generating energy 
production programs 

KPI 2:   Financial 

Measure: 

 Reduction in overall water bill by at least 10% per annum 
 Reduction in overall electric bill by at least 20% per annum 
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 Delivering projects in or under approved budgets 
 Keep line item expense within budget ( depending upon business levels) or 

preferably below 
 Increase the amount of money made from recyclable materials by at least 20% 

per annum 
KPI 3:   Human Resources 

Measure: 

 At least 30 hours of training per month. The training can be formal or informal 
but must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 

 Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 

 At least 2 internal promotions from within ( only if higher positions become 
available, and can be promotions to other departments or properties as well). 

 Conducts daily shift meetings and weekly department meetings with minutes 
KPI 4:   Preventative maintenance 

 Has implemented and documented a preventive maintenance schedule  
 All AC and refrigeration units are serviced at least 4 times per annum 

throughout the property 
 All Fire system and fire extinguishers are inspected as per regulation and no 

tag is out of order 
 All pumps and plumbing are inspected at least 4 times per annum and 

documented 
 All electrical systems in all resort areas are thoroughly tested and inspected 

and documented 
 All sun beds and sun umbrellas and wood tables in and around the property are 

scheduled for regular inspection and touch up at least 2 times per year. A 
schedule is to be formulated and the touch up documented. 

 Achieves at least 85% exceed, 10% meet and not more then 5% not exceed 
expectations in guest surveys questionnaires 

KPI 5:   Service provided to operation 

Measure: 

 Emergency repairs in guest rooms as reported by guests 90% of them are fixed 
within 60 minutes. 

 Maintenance request orders are fixed within 24 hours in 70% of the cases and 
within 48 hours in 20% of the cases and the rest in 72 hours. Only exception 
when we are waiting for a hard to get spare part. 
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 All reports, daily weekly and monthly as mandated by management are handed 
in on time. 

 Items flagged on the property walk through list are fixed and documented with 
a photo sent to the secretary within 21 days of the original inclusion of the list. 

 In room touch up items are completed within 14 days after they are originally 
included in the check list and documented via photo that the job is done. 
Exception only in cases when the work takes longer and the room cannot be 
blocked for this period needed for repair. 

 

Chief Gardener: 

KPI 1:   General landscape and guest satisfaction 

Measures: 

 Achieves at least an 85% exceed, 10 % meet and not more than 5% did not 
meet guest expectations as per internal guest questionnaire 

 Friendliness of gardeners exceed 85% and meet 10% and max. 5 % did not 
meet guest expectations based on internal guest questionnaires 

 Receives at least 5 special mentions on guest feedback or trip advisor of the 
beauty and well maintained of our grounds. 

 Conducts daily shift briefings and weekly department meeting with minutes 
KPI 2:   Human Resource 

Measure: 

 At least 30 hours of training per month. The training can be formal or informal 
but must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 

 Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 

 At least 2 internal promotions from within ( only if higher positions become 
available, and can be promotions to other departments or properties as well). 

KPI 3:   Plants, flowers and vegetables 

Measures: 

 Plants flowers to be used throughout the property in our nursery , goal at least 
70% of flowers used at the resort should be generated in our own nursery per 
annum 

 Engages in organic vegetable and herb growth and ensures that we can supply 
our own restaurants with some of our own herbs and vegetables. A plan is to 
be formulated with specific targets and once approved used as a measure. 

KPI 4:   Environment 
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Measure: 

 No more slash and burn ever 
 Develops and maintains compost piles in the nursery 
 Minimizes the use of powered machines as much as possible to ensure the 

harmonic environment for our guests 
 Ensures that our roof tops are not covered in leafs and are clear of debris 
 Ensures that coconuts are taken down as to not become a danger to our guests 
 Dislocates beehives whenever they settle within our compound if necessary 

with help of an outside specialist. 
KPI 5:   Financial 

Measure: 

 Reduces the expense of flower and plant purchases by at least 50% per annum 
 Reduces the herb and vegetable bill from suppliers by at least 5% per annum 
 Does not exceed any line items expense ( in relations to business levels) 

 

Executive Housekeeper and Asst. Executive Housekeeper 

KPI 1:   Human Resource 

Measure: 

 At least 30 hours of training per month. The training can be formal or informal but 
must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 

 Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and subordinate 
 At least 2 internal promotions from within ( only if higher positions become available, 

and can be promotions to other departments or properties as well). 
KPI 2:   Quality and Guest satisfaction 

Measure: 

 Achieve at least 85% exceed, 10% meet and not more than 5% not meet expectations 
as per guest questionnaire. 

 Achieves at least 5 favorable mentions of cleanliness or good housekeeping services, 
on trip advisor and or letters or guest questionnaires. 

 Completes all housekeeping items on the room inspection list within 48 hours. 
 Inspects at least 10% of all rooms cleaned daily and maintains records of this 

inspection, ensuring that housekeeping staff maintain the standard of cleanliness. 
 Conducts daily pre and post shift meetings 
 Conducts weekly department meetings with minutes 

KPI 3:   Control of inventory 

Measure: 
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 Controls and inspects all linen ensuring that no stained or worn linen is placed in 
guest rooms 

 Maintains an accurate record of all linen sent to laundry and maintains a defect log 
when linen are returned from the laundry inclusive of Uniforms and beach towels 

 Maintains a tight inventory control on all guest room amenities and coffee capsules, 
produces a consumption report at month end of guest room amenities and coffee 
capsules 

 Control of chemical cleaning solution and monthly usage report to compare to 
accounting report 

KPI 4:   Financial/ cost savings 

Measure: 

 Does not exceed the line item expenses ( in relations to business levels) 
 Develops and implements at least 6 cost savings ideas per annum and keeps track of 

the savings 
 Always checks for alternative solutions of products and services to ensure that the 

company receives the best possible deal, maintains a log of cost comparisons 
KPI 5:   Operations  

Measure: 

 Ensures that flower and decorations for weddings and theme events are properly 
available at the right time and style.  

 Ensures a 100% error free turn down service and maintains records of turn down 
 Ensures that we do not receive more then 5% negative comments about room 

cleanliness on the guest challenge report 
 Maintains a log of maintenance request orders generated by the housekeeping 

department and follows up on the completion of these maintenance request orders. 
 

Recreation manager 

KPI 1:   Human Resources 

Measure: 

 At least 30 hours of training per month. The training can be formal or informal 
but must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 

 Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 

KPI 2:   Guest satisfaction 

Measure: 

 Achieve at least 85% exceed, 10% meet and not more than 5% not meet 
expectations as per guest questionnaire 
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 Sports and kids club staff receives at least 5 positive mentions on either trip 
advisor or letter or in guest questionnaire per month. 

 Conducts daily pre and post shift meetings 
 Conducts weekly department meetings with minutes 

KPI 3:   Variety of Activity 

Measure: 

 Updates the activities of the kids club at least 2 times per annum 
 Updates sports activities at least 2 times per annum 
 Creates special events for children in relation to special events in the hotel 

every time 
KPI 4:   Financial and revenue and cost 

Measure: 

 Exceed budget by at least b20% in revenue then the previous year 
 Ensures that staff and manager up sell tours and special excursions and achieve 

at least TB 50,000 per month in revenue through these up selling activities 
 

Group HR Admin Manager 

KPI 1:   Administration 

Measure: 

 Payroll and service charge information is submitted error free every month on 
time to the Finance department 

 All personnel files are in proper order as per instruction by GGM 
 Monthly report is on time every time and accurate 
 Employment contracts are always signed by GGM and where necessary by 

MD  
  All staff are hired within pay scale and approved by GGM 
 All forms pertaining to staff are always up to date ( within 3 days of event) and 

accurate 
 Timekeepers reports are accurate and submitted timely 
 Eagle system remains constantly updated 
 Conducts weekly department meetings with minutes  

KPI 2:   Training 

Measure: 
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 Records all training sessions with name list of attendees at both properties and 
claims money back if eligible from Government 

 Organizes regular staff and expat orientation at both properties 
 Organizes monthly staff awards and birthday parties 
 Develops and maintains an annual training calendar 
 Ensures that all staff receive a orientation and induction on their first working 

day 
 

KPI 3:   Evaluation and annual increases 

Measure: 

 Prepares a 360 degree evaluation twice per year and submits summary of result 
to BOD and GGM one month after the review is complete 

 Prepares annual increases with justification and evaluation and other criteria 
attached no later than December 10th to GGM and for pre approval and then 
submit to the BOD no later then December 20th of each year 

 Conducts a staff satisfaction survey at least 2 times per annum and submits 
results to GGM and BOD 15 working days after survey has been conducted 

 Conducts and annual survey of employment conditions and salaries with 
competition analysis  

KPI 4:   Benefit administration and Government licenses 

Measure: 

 All employees are effectively enrolled in our health insurance or social 
insurance program and deleted when their employment seizes 

 All work permits and 90 days reporting are maintained and accurately 
submitted in a timely fashion error free 

 All other official certificates and licenses are renewed in a timely manner and 
maintained 

  Constantly seeking alternatives of health insurance and benefits that are more 
cost effective for the company yet up to date with the general employment 
environment, regular recommendation to management and BOD. 

 Ensures that all benefits are administrated as per company policy 
 At least one time per year update the employment manual and have it 

approved by the Dept. of Labor and translated in to English as well 
 

KPI 5:   Operation 

Measure: 
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 Participates in MOD programs at both properties 
 Manages and maintains all staff dormitories and recommends changes to GGM 

and BOD 
 Develops and maintains a full set of HR policies and procedures in both Thai 

and English and has these updated at least one time per annum 
 Receives a minimum grade of at least Good on the 360 degree evaluation 
 Advises GGM and BOD on HR issues of both properties in the monthly report 
 Assist the Recruitment center proactively and facilitates effective reference 

checking of walk in candidates to fill empty positions as soon as possible. 
 

Spot bonuses: 

I also recommend to implement a spot bonus program for each staff member ( level 
4,5 and 6) that come up with a good idea to either:  

 Generate more revenue 
 Save costs 
 Increase guest satisfaction 
 Improve a work process that benefits the company 

This bonus should be no more than TB 1000 and should be paid only of the company 
adopts the recommendation and implements it. This bonus would be paid once a 
month during the staff B’day party. 

 

In conclusion I would recommend that after the BOD approves the content of the 
KPI’s that I conduct a KPI development training session and each department head 
would in turn develop KPI for their subordinate managers and staff for each position. 

Each KPI would need to be discussed with each employee to ensure that they 
understand the measurement and agree. 

 

C. Sample report emailed to the GGM pre-meeting 4th Week - KPI Project 

 

1. Completion of meetings with department heads on both Melati and CRBR 
(please see attachment). The meetings took place in their designated offices 
and varied in duration between 30 to 80 minutes. During this time, the 
following main points were emphasized: 

- Metatheory on KPIs with historic on implementation and impact on increased 
performance within a business entity. 
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- Stages of KPI design within the organization. 
- Benefit, the “win-win” strategy, the extra bonus scheme. 

(here I suggest a quarterly bonus release time frame, as it sparked most interest when 
brought up) 

- Discussion on individual department’s relevant KPI structure, taking time to 
go through each item one by one, establishing viability, relevance and 
gathering feedback on achievability. 

- Training on how the Tracking System functions, with time frames explained 
and point system. 

- Encouraging constant feedback throughout the process stages with questions 
and concerns, as the KPIs must stay relevant and when the case, create an 
ambitious but achievable target. 
 
Notes: 
The overall receipt of the project was positive, the importance was 
comprehended, people were curious and receptive, both the metrics and the 
tracking system got good feedback, and feedback was noted as follows. 
Adjustments (discussion points): 

F & B:  
F&B Manager’s Question: the 30 h training: briefing VS. training (knowledge input) 
Assist. F&B Manager’s Suggestions: control on wedding numbers is very low , but 
control on weddings tab can be pushed higher . Once they get drunk the goal would be 
to upsell with 10% on the tab (VS increasing the number “weddings by 10% “). Also 
that garbage segregation should happen where it is most incurring: F&B dept. 
 Engineering:  
I have included an attachment with the metrics and comments 
Gardening: 
I have included an attachment with the metrics and comments 
HR: 
Suggestions: 
Social programs must be a KPI (Ex: children’s day, temple day, other team 
building/socially responsible projects) 
Other: 
360 Degree. What time frame? Suggested: Quarterly. 
Line Item Expense must be retrained and placed on computers. A special session with 
all dept. heads is suggested. 
 
 
Regarding the weight/point system 
A challenging task. Since not all depts. have similar KPI’s (number, weight, etc), a 
uniform system where a given number of points can be distributed amongst the 
existing metrics is not possible nor advisable (as it may encourage unnecessary and 
inaccurate comparisons amongst people). Therefore I suggest that all departments to 
be treated as separate businesses.  
The proposed Code to Point Assignment: 

- Total Quarterly calculation for bonus based on percentage of the SUM. 

See also attachment with example (Accounting’s sheet). 
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Steps for Point 
Assigning: 

     

Rate KPI's with 4, 6 or 8 points starting from a 
monthly level. 

  

4=fairly important      
6=important       
8=quite important      
Move to calculating quarterly possible score and the "weight" attached 
to the specific time frame 
Calculate total possible score.      
Example on calculating percentage of total score and the 
bonus attached to it: Total 204 Points 

 

Points 0-102 103-
154 

155-
184 

185-
204 

  

Percentile 50% 25% 15% 10%   
BONUS 1000 

Baht 
1500 
Baht 

2000 
Baht 

3000 
Baht 

  

 
 
My suggestion that based on the Code/Instructions to give the people the first chance 
to rate their KPIs themselves, after all they will be working with them and so we 
encourage participation. We shall decide on how well a job they were able to do… 

 
D. Sample report emailed to the GGM pre-meeting 5th Week – KPI Project 

 

  1. There are a few questions I would need to shed light into: 
Regarding HM and EAM's KPIs:  
"Total %?? of cost savings per year or quarter on all expenses of the property in 
relation to business levels." ...I have asked K Sommart to indicate a number but he 
insisted I should ask you. 
      Regarding LINE ITEM EXPENSE SYSTEM 
        Since nobody uses it and most don't even know what it is, it would need to be 
retrained and reintroduced. I suggest you allow me to work on it on the forthcoming 
weeks. 
   Regarding HR's Social Metric (KPI) 
   I have asked K. Aewl a week ago, both by email and in person, to no response 
thou...and this week she is off. How often do these team building/social events happen 
now and what would be a number/time frame that we should implement? 
   Regarding Room Division Manager's KPIs: 
   I have no instructions or mention of such a KPI set. What is your input here please? 
    
     2. I have attached the DoF and Chief Acc's KPI Checksheet for feedback on: 
    Overall aspect 
    Tracking Instructions  
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     Point system. (Only the relevant numbers (example) are present on the sheet that 
enables an overview on the point system) 
 
           I need to finalize some KPI's time frame therefore confirmation on:  
 
           -360 Degree time frame (concrete on annually?/as per HR's KPIs, they need to 
issue a report at least twice per year.),  
 
           - please take a look at the "Yearly" time frame on 2 KPI's there (light blue)... 
the points awarded is only for completion of the task, therefore it can only happen 
once a year (no quarterly feedback possible)... if we award the bonus once a year i 
guess it's ok. 
    Percentage of the annual total points available relevant to bonus calculation - 
feedback 
     
 
    I am waiting for reply from the department heads on involvement in the point 
system...so far only K Amnuay replied with something that gave me an idea on what 
she meant. I have also taken into consideration her annotations when establishing the 
DoF's KPI's weight assignment. 
     I also have meetings tomorrow at CRBR with Sebastien and Mayuree who have 
asked my help understanding the point assigning technique. 
 
 

E. Food and Beverage Manager and Assistance F & B Manager KPI 
Reference Manual 

 

KPI reference manual - Food and Beverage Manager& Assistant F & B Manager 

This current document is designed to assist with the KPI process, addressing a few 
basic questions (FAQ):  
 
Question: Who is in charge for fulfilling the given KPIs?  
 The person whose job title(s) is listed above (on top of) the “indicators” is in 
charge. 
Example:      

                                      Front Office Manager and Assistant Front Office Manager  
 
Question: What do the colors found on the “Report card/Check list” represent? 
 The colors represent the reporting time (schedule) for that indicator, as 
follows: 
Weekly Every 2 w eeksMonthly Quarterly Yearly

 
 
Question: When (what date) does the KPI Report card must be completed, revised and 
sent? 
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 The KPI Report card must be sent at the end of every quarter, on the 5th of the 
following month, respectively: April 5th, July 5th, October 5th, and January 5th. 
 
Question: Where (to whom) to send the KPIs to on these specific dates of the year? 
 The KPI Report cards must be completed with the “Quarterly Performance 
Total Score” and sent to the Executive Secretary to GGM and Group Human 
Resource Manager. 
 
Question: How do I operate (work with) the KPI Report card? 
Example how to work your Report Card/Check List: 
POINTS                           INDICATOR Month w 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 Mthy total Total Score
__4p Ensures strategies toincrease departments overall satisfaction by aJuly
REPORTgeneral 3% from the same period last year as per the feedback August
Monthly provided by the guest questionnaire. September

    Indicator Quarterly Score:  
Step 1: Observe the reporting schedule for the KPI: “Monthly” on the left side; the 
color green of the                     table indicates the same thing. Observe the number of 
points given for fulfilling the KPI: “4p” (p=points). 
That means this KPI must be checked with 4 points once a month. 
Step 2:  Once the KPI gets fulfilled in a month time, award yourself with the points by 
inserting the number of points on the right side (in this case for the month of July) at 
“Mthly total” as shown below: 
POINTS                           INDICATOR Month w 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 Mthy total Total Score
__4p Ensures strategies toincrease departments overall satisfaction by aJuly 4
REPORTgeneral 3% from the same period last year as per the feedback August
Monthly provided by the guest questionnaire. September

    Indicator Quarterly Score:  
Step 3: Continue in the same manner by checking the Report Card with 6points only 
when fulfilling the KPI for the rest of the quarter (as shown here the months of August 
and September). 
Step 4: At the end of the quarter, add up the indicator’s score as below: 
POINTS                           INDICATOR Month w 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 Mthy total Total Score
__4p Ensures strategies toincrease departments overall satisfaction by aJuly 4
REPORTgeneral 3% from the same period last year as per the feedback August 4
Monthly provided by the guest questionnaire. September 4

    Indicator Quarterly Score: 12  
Step 5: To calculate the “Quarterly Performance Total Score” that will be listed on the 
bottom of your Report Card: 

                  YEARLY POINTS AVAILABLE: MIN.    611                            Quarterly Performance Total Score:  
Move the “Indicator Quarterly Score” further to the right where it says “Total Score”: 
Month w 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 Mthy total Total Score
July 4
August 4
September 4
    Indicator Quarterly Score: 12 12  
Select vertically the column created (on the dark green where it says “Total Score”) by 
dragging with the mouse and press “Auto Sum” button found on your Excel all the 
way to your right hand upper corner (or just use your calculator). 
Note: Only when marked with: “*”   (Example: _*_30p Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor w ith at least 30 points) next to the number of points 
for completion (left hand side) it means that the indicator allows Partial Points Award 
(please check the indicator’s Reference Manual for details). 
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Otherwise its task completed (indicator fulfilled) = precise number of points awarded. 

 

KPI 1:                                 Guest satisfaction 

Measure 

 Ensures strategies to increase department’s overall satisfaction by a general 
3% from the same period last year as per the feedback provided by the guest 
questionnaire. 
This metric is relates to the feedback provided by the monthly Guest 
Questionnaire. Last year’s monthly statistics (numbers) must be obtained from 
the reports for the corresponding time period, so a benchmark is established.  
 

 CRBR Only: Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor of Red Snapper 
with at least 30 points per consecutive quarters. 
Refer to www.tripadvisor.com for ranking data. This indicator allows partial 
point awarding (as long as at least 50% of the total target gets fulfilled:  
Trip Advisor 15 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points – Minimum 
allowed for the count 
Trip Advisor 20 “Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points 
Trip Advisor 25 “Excellent points” = 16 Check Sheet points 
Trip Advisor 27 “Excellent points” = 18 Check Sheet points 
Trip Advisor 30 “Excellent points” = 20 Check Sheet points – Maximum 
possible 
Any other score that falls in between from Trip Advisor just award the number 
of points that is closer, if in the middle go to the highest one (Example: Trip 
Advisor 17 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points, Trip Advisor 18 
“Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points). 
 

 Ensure daily pre and post shift meetings to increase awareness of staff and 
specials and check set up, thus ensuring guest satisfaction. 
A meeting logbook must be kept with recordings of minutes (eventually the 
nature/subject of the meeting). 
 

 Conduct weekly department meetings with all staff with copy of meeting 
minutes. 
A meeting logbook must be kept with recordings of minutes (eventually the 
nature/subject of the meeting). 
 

 Increase the “Excellent” rating on Trip Advisor with at least 30 points per 
consecutive quarters. 
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Refer to www.tripadvisor.com for ranking data. This indicator allows partial 
point awarding (as long as at least 50% of the total target gets fulfilled:  
Trip Advisor 15 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points – Minimum 
allowed for the count 
Trip Advisor 20 “Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points 
Trip Advisor 25 “Excellent points” = 16 Check Sheet points 
Trip Advisor 27 “Excellent points” = 18 Check Sheet points 
Trip Advisor 30 “Excellent points” = 20 Check Sheet points – Maximum 
possible 
Any other score that falls in between from Trip Advisor just award the number 
of points that is closer, if in the middle go to the highest one (Example: Trip 
Advisor 17 “Excellent points” = 10 Check Sheet points, Trip Advisor 18 
“Excellent points” = 13 Check Sheet points). 
 
 

KPI 2:                                  Human resource 

Measure 

 At least 45 hours of training per quarter (15h per month). The training can be 
formal or informal but must be recorded and is inclusive of language training. 
This metric relates to the meeting log/book where details must be recorded 
(minutes, nature of meeting/briefing). This indicator allows partial point 
awarding (as long as at least 50% of the total training time gets executed: 22.5 
hours per quarter or 7.5 hours per month) as follows:    Starts at 50% 
completion: 22.5h/quarter=9points (7.5h/month=3points) 
30h/quarter=12points (10h/month=4points)  
37.5h/quarter=15points (12.5h/month=5points) 
There are no points for under 50% completion. 
 

 Obtain a minimum of Good on the 360 degree evaluation by peers and 
subordinate 
This metric is tied to the yearly 360 Degree Evaluation system. 
 

 At least 2 internal promotions from within (only if higher positions become 
available, and can be promotions to other departments or properties as well). 
This metric relates to the produced internal department promotions. Once such 
promotions are being effectuated, this starts being fulfilled. 

 

KPI 3:                                     Financial 

Measure: 
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 Exceed last year F & B budget by at least 5%. 
This metric relates to department’s financial reports. A quarterly figure 
(number) must be obtained from the preceding year’s reports for the same time 
period, so a benchmark is established.  
 

 Is never over budget on Line Item expenses (in relation to business levels and 
within control of self). 
Refer to the Line Item Expense System. 
 

 Increased average check by at least 3% versus last year. 
This metric relates to department’s financial reports. A quarterly figure 
(number) must be obtained from the preceding year’s reports for the same time 
period, so a benchmark is established.  
 

 Exceeds GOP by at least 1.5% versus budget and preferably over last year as 
well. 
This metric relates to department’s financial reports. A monthly figure 
(number) must be obtained from the preceding year’s reports for the same time 
period, so a benchmark is established.  
 

KPI 4:                                           Costs 

Measure: 

 Develops at least 6 cost reducing ideas and implements them and tracks the 
savings to the company, quantifies savings in Thai Baht. 
Once such program/idea has been implemented and the results recorded, this 
metric starts being fulfilled. 
 

 Formulate and implement a garbage segregation plan. 
Implementation must happen at the source where garbage gets produced 
(kitchen, service area). 
 

KPI 5:                       Promotions or revenue creation 

Measure: 

 Increases revenue at every major event compared to last year by at least 2.5%. 
This metric relates to department’s financial reports. A quarterly figure 
(number) must be obtained from the preceding year’s reports for the same time 
period, so a benchmark is established.  
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 Creates at least 6 promotions per outlet and tracks the success of the 
promotions carefully. 
Once such program/idea has been implemented and the results recorded, this 
metric starts being fulfilled. 
 

 Increases romantic dinner by the beach by at least 10% versus the year before. 
This metric relates to department’s financial reports. A quarterly figure 
(number) must be obtained from the preceding year’s reports for the same time 
period, so a benchmark is established.  
 

 Increases weddings by at least 5% versus the previous year. 
This metric relates to department’s financial reports. A quarterly figure 
(number) must be obtained from the preceding year’s reports for the same time 
period, so a benchmark is established.  
 

 Increases cooking classes by at least 10% versus the previous year. 
This metric relates to department’s financial reports. A quarterly figure 
(number) must be obtained from the preceding year’s reports for the same time 
period, so a benchmark is established.  
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